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Abstract
Atherosclerosis occurs in a spatially heterogeneous fashion within the arterial sys-
tem. The patchy nature of the disease is thought to reflect spatial variation in
haemodynamic factors such as wall shear stress (WSS) and in the concentration of
vascular species. This thesis numerically investigates blood flow and vascular trans-
port of the atheroprotective agent nitric oxide (NO) using a spectral/hp element
method.
Firstly, NO distribution is analysed within a parallel-plate flow chamber coated
with endothelial cells. Contrary to the accepted hypothesis that NO concentration
increases with WSS (as does NO production), it is observed that NO concentration
depends on WSS in a non-monotonic fashion. Furthermore, these results emphasise
the effect of convection on in vitro NO transport, which has been overlooked or
misinterpreted in most previous computational studies.
Secondly, blood flow and NO transport are investigated within a detailed representa-
tion of the rabbit thoracic aorta and its branches, which was reconstructed using high
resolution computed tomography (CT) scan data of a vascular corrosion cast. The
computed WSS distribution exhibits significant spatial heterogeneity, reflecting the
complexity of the blood flow. In particular it is observed that two Dean-type vortices
(associated with a skewed velocity profile) form in the aortic arch and propagate
along the descending aorta. This results in streaks of WSS similar in nature to the
fatty streaks of early stage atherosclerosis observed in mature rabbits. This finding
provides further support for the hypothesis that blood flow mediates atherogenesis.
iii
The vascular distribution of NO is found to depend significantly on the relationship
between NO production and WSS. Furthermore, it is concluded that mechanisms
preventing NO consumption by haemoglobin (such as diffusional barriers) must exist
in order for NO to exert its atheroprotective action. This study represents the first
effort to model NO transport in a realistic representation of the major arteries.
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Atherosclerosis is an extremely common form of cardiovascular disease characterised
by the formation of lipid rich plaques within the arterial wall. Such plaques can
lead to the stenosis of large arteries and eventually rupture causing a heart attack
or stroke. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) atherosclerosis is
currently the leading cause of death globally, accounting for approximately 40%
of deaths in developed countries [1]. Furthermore, atherosclerotic-induced diseases
impose an increasingly significant economic burden on governmental health systems
[102].
During the past 40 years extensive research has been conducted to elucidate the
mechanisms underlying atherosclerosis. Such research work ranges from experi-
mental in vivo, ex vivo and in vitro studies, to mathematical and computational
models. While experimental investigation is essential to understand the biological
processes that regulate atherosclerosis, computational models have also proved to
be an invaluable research tool. The main advantages of computational models are
their capacity to predict unmeasurable quantities, and their ability to investigate
the behaviour of the system modelled over a range of parameters at a relatively low
cost.
Also, computational models provide a theoretical framework that aids planning and
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interpretation of experimental studies. On the other hand, the level of biological
detail described by a computational model is limited, given the great complexity of
the system studied. However, such simplified formulations are particularly valuable
for gaining understanding of the process modelled.
This thesis presents a computational study of blood flow and nitric oxide (NO)
transport. NO transport is investigated in both in vitro and in vivo scenarios. First,
NO distribution is analysed within a parallel-plate flow chamber. The relationship
between NO concentration and wall shear stress (WSS) is investigated in detail.
This study provides a theoretical framework to aid accurate interpretation of related
experimental studies. Second, NO transport and blood flow are investigated in a
realistic representation of the rabbit thoracic aorta. Different flow metrics, such as
WSS, and NO distribution are analysed, along with their possible relevance to the
onset of atherosclerosis.
This chapter offers a brief overview of atherosclerosis and the mechanisms that act
to regulate it. Particular attention is paid to the potential effect of haemodynamic
forces and NO transport on the onset of the disease. Furthermore, previous compu-
tational studies investigating blood flow and mass transfer within the arterial system
are reviewed. Finally the main objectives of the thesis are stated, and an overview
of the thesis structure is given.
1.1 Atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease that affects large vessels within the vas-
culature. This disease is characterised by the accumulation of lipoproteins, calcium
and other substances within the arterial wall. The growth of these plaques may even-
tually lead to a significant narrowing of the vessel lumen (stenosis), and therefore
a reduction in blood flow and hence oxygen supply (ischemia). The consequences
may be even more severe if the plaques become unstable and rupture. If this is
the case, a sudden release of thrombogenic material into the lumen occurs, and a
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blood clot is formed. This clot may act to partially or totally occlude the artery,
dramatically reducing blood flow and leading to the death of the tissues fed by the
artery (infarction) [113, 80, 137].
Atherosclerosis is a slowly progressing disease. It can begin in childhood and pro-
gress over decades. However, it only becomes symptomatic in advanced stages, once
atherosclerotic lesions are fully developed [3, 118]. Understanding the mechanisms
that regulate atherosclerosis may elucidate improved diagnosis and treatment tech-
niques and therefore alleviate the health and economic burden of atherosclerosis in
our society.
1.1.1 Atherogenesis
Atherogenesis is the initiation process of atherosclerosis. It is by this process that
advanced plaques –called atheromas– develop within the intima of the arterial wall.
Early atherosclerotic lesions are characterised by the accumulation of oxidised cho-
lesterol and monocyte-derived macrophages in the intima. The mechanisms that
lead to the formation of these subendothelial deposits remain a point of contention.
However, it is widely accepted that the cholesterol carried through the bloodstream
by low density lipoproteins (LDL) traverse the endothelium and become oxidised
[125, 101]. At this point, this process can be reversed by the action of high density
lipoproteins (HDL), which can remove accumulated cholesterol from tissue [6, 12].
LDL uptake and oxidation result in an inflammatory response [100]. Circulating
monocytes are recruited from the bloodstream and move to the location of the
accumulated LDL. There, monocytes differentiate into macrophages, which ingest
oxidised LDL and generate large foam cells with a high lipid content [14, 124].
In more advanced stages, other chemical substances (cytokines) secreted by the
damaged endothelium promote the proliferation of Smooth Muscle Cells (SMC) and
their migration from the tunica media to the intima of the arterial wall [111]. This
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mechanism is postulated to cause the formation of a fibrous capsule covering the
subendothelial fatty deposits [79]. The encapsulated deposits, now called atheromas,
activate an enzymatic mechanism that causes the vessel to enlarge over time [79].
Stenosis of the vessel occurs when this enlargement is not sufficient to compensate
for the extra thickness of the arterial wall produced by the atheroma.
1.1.2 Mechanisms of atherogenesis
Historic perspective
Since Jean Lobstein introduced the term atherosclerosis in 1829 [85], many hypo-
theses have been proposed to explain the initiation of the disease. Links between
inflammation and atherosclerosis were suggested by Rokitansky as early as 1855
[117], although this finding was described in terms of the prevailing humoral theory.
In 1871, Virchow introduced the concept of cellular pathology, and suggested that
inflammatory changes at a cellular level played a major role in the development
of atherosclerotic plaques [146]. Virchow strongly criticised the outdated humoral
conceptions and laid the foundations of cellular research 1.
Research at the beginning of the 20th century focused on the study of pathological
factors rather than inflammatory-inmmunologic processes. In 1913, Anitschkow
demonstrated that rabbits fed with a cholesterol-rich diet spontaneously developed
atherosclerotic lesions [5]. Later in the century, other factors such as smoking,
obesity, high blood pressure and “high emotional stress” [66] were found to be as-
sociated with an increase risk of disease development.
In 1973, Ross and Glomset formulated the famous “response to injury” hypothesis
[120], by which inflammation and subsequent plaque formation were a response to a
locally “injured” or damaged endothelium. This theory was shortly discarded after
1Virchow first suggested the active role of the endothelium: “It is not enough that, as has for
a long time been the case, the muscles should be singled out as being the only active elements;
within the great remainder, which is generally regarded as an inert mass, there is in addition an
enormous number of active parts to be met with”.
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in vivo studies showed that endothelial cells at disease sites are morphologically
normal [159].
Current consensus
In the late 90s the idea of a damaged endothelium was replaced by the concept
of “endothelial dysfunction” [16, 33, 131]. This theory –still widely accepted– pro-
poses that atherosclerosis lesions develop as a result of an impairment of endothelial
functions (specially vascular tone regulation).
However, the cause of endothelial dysfunction remains unclear. The current under-
standing identifies haemodynamic factors as determinants of vascular endothelial
health [63, 89]. Atherosclerosis is known to occur in a spatially non-uniform fashion
within the arterial system, with plaques preferentially developing in areas of high
curvature and arterial branching [19]. Since blood flow is intrinsically non-uniform
due to the complex geometry of the vasculature, it has been postulated that ath-
erogenesis may be driven by flow-dependent mechanisms. In particular, the patchy
nature of the disease is thought to reflect spatial variation in the stresses exerted on
the arterial wall by the flow of blood [126].
The relationship between atherosclerosis and blood flow is analysed in detail in the
following section. However, before describing the flow-dependent mechanisms that
may regulate atherogenesis, it is important to highlight that haemodynamic factors
do not induce development of the disease, but provide predisposition for endothelial
dysfunction.
1.2 Blood flow and atherosclerosis
A relationship between atherosclerosis and the surrounding haemodynamic envir-
onment was firstly proposed by Rindfleish in 1872 [116]. In this study Rindfleish
suggested that atherosclerotic lesions “are found particulary at such places at which
the current of blood breaks with the greatest force”.
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Over the next century, several mechanisms explaining correlations between blood
flow and disease patterns were proposed based on Rindfleish’s observations [122].
Most of these mechanisms considered that the mechanical forces exerted by the
blood flow acted to physically damage the endothelium, and hence enhanced wall
lipid deposition [47]. These models became more elaborated in the 1960’s, and
eventually led to the consensus that vascular regions of high WSS were susceptible
to suffer from the disease.
Two groundbreaking papers by Caro et al. in 1969 [19] and 1971 [20] called such a
prevailing theory into question. These studies suggested that atherosclerotic lesions
occur in areas of low WSS, and proposed a sophisticated mechanism by which LDL
was transported into the wall in a shear-dependent fashion. Caro’s work sparked
intense debate in the research community that lasted nearly two decades. Nowadays
cumulative experimental evidence supports Caro’s hypothesis (although the specific
proposed mechanism has been discarded), and the general consensus is that ather-
osclerotic plaques develop in vascular regions with low or oscillatory WSS.
Presently, the hypothesis that atherogenesis is exclusively driven by WSS is regarded
as too simplistic, and a great number of flow-dependent mechanisms that may regu-
late the onset of the disease have been proposed. Such flow dependent mechanisms
have been traditionally classified into two categories: (a) mechanism whereby the
mechanical forces exerted by the blood flow directly affect the properties of the
arterial wall, and (b) flow-dependent transport mechanisms of vascular species to-
wards, from and into the arterial wall. However, such a classification criteria may
be considered too rigid, as mechanisms from both categories often overlap. In the
following section each group of mechanisms is briefly overviewed.
1.2.0.1 Mechanical forces
The endothelium is in direct contact with the flowing blood and thereby constantly
exposed to the mechanical forces that blood flow exerts. Endothelial cells have
been shown to sense and discriminate between such mechanical stimuli, and more
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importantly, respond to them [45]. For instance, shear-exposed endothelial cells
have been shown to elongate and align themselves with the direction of the flow
[114]. Therefore, vascular cell morphology –in particular cell orientation– has been
suggested to be a natural marker of blood flow features and can potentially help
identify pathogenic blood flow profiles.
Numerous experimental studies suggest that not only the endothelial morphology,
but its function strongly depends on the surrounding haemodynamic environment
[119]. For example, the vascular wall physiology is postulated to depend on the WSS
level the endothelium is exposed to. In particular, wall permeability is thought to
be enhanced in areas of low WSS, leading to an increase in LDL uptake rate and
hence the development of atherosclerotic plaques [57]. Endothelial function is also
thought to be regulated by blood flow via more sophisticated mechanisms, such as
shear-dependent gene-regulation [62] and biochemical changes driven by complex
signalling pathways [60]. In this study the dependence of endothelial production of
NO –a fundamental atheroprotective agent– on WSS will be investigated in detail.
A review of other flow-dependent endothelial responses can be found in [18], [142]
and [31].
1.2.0.2 Mass transport
Vascular species such as LDL, ATP (adenosine triphosphate), ADP (adenosine di-
phosphate), oxygen and NO have been postulated to play a key role in development
of atherosclerotic lesions [128, 105, 99]. Blood flow regulates the convective trans-
port of such species towards, from and into the wall. Therefore, under conditions
of complex blood flow, production and transport of vascular species may be im-
paired, leading to abnormal species concentrations that may potentially promote
atherogenesis.
Traditionally, studies have focused on investigating the effect of blood flow on the
arterial wall physiology. However, over the last decade considerable attention has
been directed towards the study of vascular species transport and its implications for
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atherogenesis. This thesis investigates vascular NO transport in conjunction with
blood flow, along with their possible relevance to the spatially heterogeneous onset
of atherosclerosis.
1.3 Nitric oxide and atherosclerosis
In 1980 Furchgott and Zawadski reported the existence of a substance released by
the endothelium that caused vasodilation in rabbits [49]. This undefined substance
was initially called endothelium-derived relaxation factor (EDRF). The short half-
life of EDRF hindered its full biochemical characterisation for almost one decade.
In 1986 several research groups independently proposed that EDRF was NO or an
NO-containing substance [59, 48]. Finally in 1987 Palmer et al. experimentally
demonstrated that EDRF was indeed NO [103].
Since then, much research has been devoted to characterise the vascular biology of
NO and to determine its effect on the vascular system. Strong evidence suggests that
NO plays a key role in the pathogenesis of several diseases, including hypertension
and atherosclerosis [75, 99]. In this section, the biochemistry and vascular biology of
NO is reviewed, and in particular its role as an antiatherogenic molecule is analysed.
1.3.1 Vascular biology of nitric oxide
1.3.1.1 From nitric oxide synthesis to vasodilation
Nitric oxide synthesis
NO is produced in the human body by the oxidation of L-arginine to L-citrulline.
The enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS) catalyses this reaction, which also requires
the presence of tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) and reduced nicotinamide adenine dinuc-
leotide phosphate (NADPH) [44]. (For a complete description of endothelial NO
synthesis chemistry please refer to Appendix A).
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The enzyme NOS can be classified based on its functional class, differentiating
between constitutive and inducible NOS. Constitutive NOS can be isolated from
neurones (nNOS) and endothelial cells (eNOS), and it is thought to be responsible
for the continued and sustained production of NO within the human body. On the
other hand, the action of inducible NOS (iNOS) is mainly triggered by bacterial
endotoxins and cytokines during inflammation processes [37] .
Under physiological conditions, endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) is postu-
lated to catalyse the intracellular reactions that lead to vasodilation [93]. Despite
the constitutive nature of eNOS, it has been shown that its expression can be in-
duced by a number of agonist and WSS-gated mechanisms. Such mechanisms can
be classified as Ca2+ dependent and Ca2+ independent mechanisms.
Ca2+-dependent eNOS regulation relies on numerous and complex signalling path-
ways. In simplified terms, eNOS resides within endothelial caveolae (invaginations
of the plasma membrane) where the protein caveolin-1 inhibits its action. Increased
cytosolic levels of Ca2+ activates a calmodulin-dependent pathway that leads to the
disassociation of eNOS and caveolin-1, and therefore to eNOS activation. Intra-
cellular Ca2+ levels may be raised through both WSS and agonist-gated pathways
(Fig. 1.1). A detailed description of Ca2+ dependent eNOS upregulation can be
found in [37].
Ca2+-independent eNOS regulation is experimentally well established. However,
the specific mechanisms that lead to eNOS activation remain uncharacterised. The
current consensus is that WSS directly stimulates eNOS phosphorylation (and ac-
tivation) at different locations by Akt-dependent and independent mechanisms [15]
(Fig. 1.1). Recent studies also suggest that reversible WSS-gated S-Nitrosylation
may also contribute to eNOS upregulation. A detailed review of eNOS phosphoryla-
tion and S-Nitrosylation processes is given in [37].
The relative contribution of Ca2+ dependent and independent mechanisms to eNOS
regulation remains unclear. The current understanding suggests that WSS-dependent
mechanisms are mostly responsible for eNOS activation under physiological condi-
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tions. Since reduced bioavailability of NO is postulated to promote atherogenesis,
this WSS-dependent upregulation of eNOS (and hence NO production) may provide
a partial explanation for the flow-mediated onset of the disease.
Vasodilation
NO produced in the endothelium rapidly diffuses into both the lumen and the subja-
cent smooth muscle cells (SMC). In the lumen, NO avidly reacts with haemoglobin
contained in red blood cells, while in the SMC NO induces the enzymatic action of
soluble guanylate ciclase, which promotes the conversion of guanosine triphosphate
(GTP) to cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP). Increasing intracellular levels
of cGMP induce the activation of cGMP-dependent protein kinases, which lead to
SMC relaxation, and therefore vasodilation [22]. An outline of the signal transduc-



















Figure 1.1: Outline of the signal transduction system of NO within the vas-
cular system. NO is mostly produced by endothelial cells un-
der physiological conditions. Such a production is regulated by
number of mechanisms, as illustrated in this figure. NO pro-
duced at the endothelium subsequently diffuses into the arterial
wall, where it actives a complex signally pathway that leads to
vasodilation.
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1.3.1.2 Vascular effects of nitric oxide
Vascular effects of NO include [92, 143]:
• Direct vasodilation (flow dependent and receptor mediated).
• Indirect vasodilation (by inhibiting vasoconstrictor influences).
• Inhibition of platelet adhesion to the vascular endothelium.
(Anti-thrombotic effect).
• Inhibition of leukocyte adhesion to vascular endothelium.
(Anti-inflammatory effect).
• Inhibition of smooth muscle hyperplasia.
(Antiproliferative effect).
• Inhibition of LDL oxidation.
(Antioxidant effect).
Reduced NO bioavailability due to impaired production and/or transport may there-
fore cause a number of pathological conditions, such as vasoconstriction, thrombosis,
inflammation and vascular hypertrophy [143]. A careful review of NO vascular ef-
fects (and vascular disorders associated with a deficit of NO) is given by Cooke et
al. [27].
1.3.1.3 Dual role of nitric oxide in the development of atherosclerosis
plaques
Vascular NO is thought to play a dual role in the development of atherosclerosis. A
number of experimental studies have corroborated the atheroprotective role of NO
under physiological environments. For example, Cohen et al. reported that abnor-
mal endothelial-mediated relaxation preceded lesion formation in atherosclerotic-free
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pigs fed with a high-cholesterol diet [26]. Furthermore, the administration of an-
tioxidants [69], L-arginine [36, 30] and other NO promoters [36], have been shown
to enhance vascular relaxation and decelerate the progression of atheromas in hu-
mans (unfortunately, clinical trials on the oral use of L-arginine in atherosclerosis
treatments in humans have yielded conflicting or inconclusive results).
Despite such atheroprotective action, NO has been postulated to contribute to the
development of the lesions in later stages of the disease. In particular, it has been
suggested that the inflammatory conditions associated with atherosclerosis may trig-
ger the action of iNOS. In such pathological environments, the production of NO by
iNOS may be 1000-fold greater than that generated by eNOS. Such excessive NO re-
lease may act to further contribute to endothelial dysfunction [35]. Note that in this
study vascular NO production and transport are investigated under physiological
conditions, before lesions have formed.
1.4 Modelling mass transport within flow cham-
bers
In order to elucidate the mechanisms that mediate atherogenesis, numerous experi-
mental studies have investigated the endothelial response to mechanical stimuli in
vitro. In particular, the dependence of endothelial NO production on WSS has
been extensively investigated using parallel-plate flow chambers [46, 65]. However,
despite these efforts, the relationship between WSS and NO production remains
uncharacterised, and estimations of NO production rates in the literature vary over
several orders of magnitude [22].
Some authors [150] have suggested that discrepancies between experimental studies
may be partially explained by an insufficient characterisation of the flow regimes
within the flow chambers. Therefore, a careful review of fluid-dynamic aspects of
the experiments may potentially reconcile previous apparently conflicting results.
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This thesis investigates NO production and transport within a parallel-plate flow
chamber coated with endothelial cells. A mathematical model for endothelial en-
dothelial NO production is proposed in Chapter 3. Such a model is subsequently
used to investigate NO distribution within the flow chamber. The relationship
between endothelial NO concentration and WSS is investigated in detail. The results
are discussed within the context of previous experimental and theoretical studies.
The present study aims to develop an enhanced understanding of in vitro NO trans-
port and hence to provide a theoretical framework for the accurate interpretation of
experimental data. Further, the model of endothelial NO production developed in
Chapter 3 is used to investigate vascular NO distribution in Chapter 5.
To the author’s knowledge, only two previous computational studies [65, 40] have
modelled NO dynamics in in vitro scenarios. Such previous studies, along with their
limitations, are analysed in detail in Chapter 3.
1.5 Modelling blood flow and mass transport within
the arterial system
This thesis presents a computational study of blood flow and NO transport in a
realistic representation of the rabbit vasculature. This section overviews previous
computational and mathematical studies investigating blood flow and mass trans-
port within the arterial system, and discusses the contribution made by the work
presented in this thesis.
1.5.1 Blood flow modelling
Since haemodynamic forces were postulated to regulate atherogenesis, a great num-
ber of computational and mathematical studies have attempted to correlate areas
of disease prevalence in arteries with flow metrics such as WSS.
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Early studies focused on the analysis of flow features in simplified arterial geometries.
In 1986 Perktold el at. modelled blood flow in an idealised 2D carotid bifurcation,
and identified stagnation points and flow reversal as potential atherogenic flow pat-
terns [106]. Subsequent studies investigated WSS distribution in a range of idealised
vascular regions, primarily bends [77], bifurcations [107] and stenoses [139].
Blood flow simulations in such simplified geometries have been proved to be a useful
tool to gain understanding of blood flow physics. However vascular WSS distribution
has been shown to depend strongly on subject-specific geometrical features [95, 64].
Therefore, generating a detailed and faithful computational definition of the vascular
geometry is necessary in order to accurately model blood flow within the arterial
system.
Only a few computational studies have investigated blood flow in physiologically
significant representations of the arterial tree. The first haemodynamics analysis of a
large vascular area was presented by Huo et al. [58]. This study investigated pulsatile
blood flow within the entire length of the mouse aorta and its primary branches.
The computational geometry was obtained from morphometric measurements of
a vascular corrosion cast, leading to a computational domain lacking detail and
accuracy. Flow metrics such as WSS, spatial gradients of WSS and oscillatory shear
index were calculated, and a correlation between areas of low or “complex” WSS
and regions of disease prevalence was suggested.
A more physiologically realistic (although shorter in extent) representation of the
mouse aorta was given in [138] and [42], where the computational geometries were
obtained from high resolution CT-scans of vascular corrosion casts. Both studies
explored possible similarities between WSS distribution in humans and mice. Both
research groups reported large differences in WSS magnitude between the two spe-
cies, and suggested that endothelial cells may respond to changes in WSS rather
than to WSS magnitude. However, these studies largely differed in terms of the
computed WSS distribution. Suo et al. suggested that low WSS areas in mice
correlate with human disease patterns, while Ethier et al. proposed that WSS dis-
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tribution is spatially more uniform in mice than in men.
Recent work by Liu et al. [83] and Shahcheragui et al. [127] modelled blood flow in
the human aorta and the aortic arch branches. In both studies the aortic centerline
and cross-sectional areas were obtained from MR scan data of healthy volunteers.
However, the aortic cross-sections were later simplified as circles. In [83] the effects of
arterial branching, torsion and tapering on blood flow were analysed, highlighting
the relevance of geometrical features on WSS distribution. In particular it was
found that aortic torsion plays a key role in vascular haemodynamics and largely
determines WSS distribution in the descending aorta. Results by Shahcheragui et
al. are not in agreement with [83], and they suggested that early atherosclerotic
lesions preferentially develop in areas of “extrema (either maxima or minima) WSS
and pressure”.
The above discussion illustrates the conflicting nature of the results of previous com-
putational studies, and raises the need for further computational work. Discrepan-
cies between previous studies may be partly explained by numerical deficiencies, and
the use of idealised arterial geometries and simplified boundary conditions. Further
discussion on the subject is offered in Chapter 4.
To the author’s knowledge, no previous studies have modelled blood flow in a realistic
representation of the rabbit aorta. In this study the arterial geometry was obtained
from high resolution CT scan data of a vascular corrosion cast of a male New Zealand
White rabbit. The computational domain comprises the ascending aorta, aortic arch
and proximal descending thoracic aorta. In terms of combined detail and extent,
the computational geometry in this study represents a significant advance from
previous studies. A complete description of the methodology for the computational
reconstruction of the rabbit aorta is given in Chapter 4.
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1.5.2 Mass transport modelling
In the last decade special attention has been paid to the transport of vascular species
and its possible links with atherogenesis. Numerous computational studies have
investigated mass transfer phenomena in physiological [64, 82] and in vitro scenarios
[65, 40].
Early work focused on the analysis of oxygen and LDL transport within idealised
geometries [39, 88, 112] (primarily bends and bifurcations, following contemporary
blood flow studies). Generally, these studies reported abnormal transport patterns
in areas of low WSS and flow recirculation.
In 2001 Ethier et al. modelled oxygen transport in a realistic representation of the
right coronary artery [64]. This study concluded that the effect of local geometric
features on mass transfer patterns was even greater than on WSS distribution. Des-
pite this finding, only one research group has undertaken the analysis of vascular
species transport in a physiologically relevant representation of the wide region of
the arterial system. Liu et al. analysed LDL and oxygen transport in a realistic rep-
resentation of the human aorta and its branches (although the aortic cross-sections
were simplified as circles) [82]. It was found that aortic torsion facilitates oxygen
delivery to the arterial wall. Such a result further emphasises the sensitivity of
mass transfer to geometric variations and therefore the need to generate accurate
computational geometries.
1.5.2.1 Previous computational studies modelling vascular NO trans-
port
While a wide body of research has been directed towards the experimental char-
acterisation of NO role in atherogenesis, computational studies addressing NO bio-
transport are rather limited.
Due to its high diffusivity and its short half-life, computational modelling of vascular
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NO transport is a challenging task. Most existing computational studies are limited
to the analysis of NO distribution within 2D geometries, primarily straight vessels
in the microvasculature [17, 96, 144] . A complete review of such studies is offered
in Chapter 5.
To the author’s knowledge, no previous studies have investigated NO transport
in an either a realistic or idealised 3D representation of the vasculature. Here a
computational study of NO production and transport within the rabbit aorta is
presented. Endothelial NO distribution is analysed along with its possible relevance
to the onset of atherosclerosis. Although the model presents several limitations (as
discussed in Chapter 5), it aims to provide insight into vascular NO transport and
motivation for further computation work.
1.6 Numerical methods
Most previous computational have used finite element or finite volume methods
to solve the equations that govern blood flow and vascular mass transfer. Here a
spectral/hp element method approach is adopted instead.
Spectral/hp methods exhibit geometric flexibility and excellent convergence pro-
perties. Chapter 2 overviews the basic principles of the numerical method employed,
along with numerical issues regarding the generation of high-order computational
meshes. Further, a previously existing mesh generation algorithm [54, 147] is de-
scribed, and a new technique to improve such an algorithm is proposed.
1.7 Objectives of the thesis
This thesis investigates blood flow and NO transport numerically using a spectral/hp
element method.
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First, NO production and transport is investigated within a parallel-plate flow cham-
ber. The objective of this study is to develop a more detailed understanding of NO
distribution within flow chambers. In particular, it aims to identify key parameters
that regulate NO production and transport under in vitro conditions in order to aid
accurate interpretation of experimental data.
Second, blood flow and NO transport are modelled within a realistic representation
of the rabbit aorta and its branches. This research aims to contribute towards an
enhanced understanding of blood flow dynamics and vascular NO transport, and
their relationship with atherosclerosis. Specifically, this study aims to establish
correlations between blood flow, NO and disease patterns, and therefore contribute
to the elucidation of the flow-dependent mechanisms that mediate atherogenesis.
Finally, this study aims to show the possibility of using spectral/hp element methods
to solve fluid dynamics problems in the field of bioengineering, where finite element
and volume methods have traditionally been used.
1.8 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 overviews the numerical methods used in this study. Firstly the basic
principles of the spectral/hp element method are described and fundamental con-
cepts in high-order mesh generation are reviewed. Finally, an algorithm to generate
curvilinear meshes is proposed.
Chapter 3 introduces a model for endothelial NO production, and discusses NO
distribution in in vitro experiments using parallel-plate flow chambers.
Chapter 4 and 5 analyse blood flow and NO transport respectively within the rabbit
aorta, along with their potential relevance to atherogenesis. Further, Chapter 4
details the methodology for the computational reconstruction of the rabbit aorta
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and its branches.
Finally the conclusions of this thesis are presented in Chapter 6, together with
suggestions for further work.
Chapter 2
Numerical Methods
This chapter describes the numerical methods used to perform the blood flow and
mass transfer simulations presented in this thesis. The chapter is organised in two
sections. The first section formulates the basic principles of the spectral/hp element
method used in this study, and applies such a formulation to the Navier-Stokes and to
the Advection-Diffusion-Reaction equation. The second section reviews fundamental
concepts in high-order mesh generation, and proposes an algorithm to curve straight-
sided meshes using so called SPHERIGON [147] patches.
2.1 The spectral/hp element method
Numerical methods are widely used to find approximate solutions to differential
equations that do not admit analytic solutions. Traditionally, numerical methods
have been classified into four major groups [43]: finite difference methods, finite
volume methods, finite element methods and spectral methods. Spectral/hp element
methods lie somewhere between the latter two, since they can be thought of either
as a multi-domain spectral method, or as a high-order finite element method [129].
Finite element methods subdivide the computational domain into smaller separate
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regions called elements. This process is often referred to as spatial or h-type discreti-
sation, where h represent the characteristic size of the elements. The approximate
solution is then represented as a low-order polynomial expansion (often a linear
expansion) within each element. Algebraic convergence is achieved by reducing
the size of the elements (h-type refinement). Finite element methods exhibit great
geometrical flexibility, as the size of the elements can vary within the computational
domain. For instance, smaller elements can be position in areas where the solution
is expected to develop complex features such as steep gradients.
In spectral methods, the solution is approximated by a global p-order expansion
within the whole computational domain (spectral or p-type discretisation). Expo-
nential convergence is achieved by increasing the number of modes in the expansion
(p-type refinement). Spectral methods exhibit superior convergence properties and
higher accuracy than traditional finite element methods. However, constructing a
continuous global expansion across the computational domain is not always possible,
and hence spectral methods are often limited to geometrically simple domains.
Spectral/hp element methods aim to combine the geometrical flexibility of finite
element methods with the superior accuracy and convergence properties of spectral
approaches. The computational domain is discretised in space and the solution is
then approximated by a high-order expansion within each element (hp-type discret-
isation). Therefore, converge can be achieved through either h or p-type refinements,
or both.
An in-house implementation of the spectral/hp element method (the code Nκταr
[129]) was used to perform the blood flow and mass transfer simulations presen-
ted in subsequent chapters. This section reviews elementary numerical concepts
and describes a basic formulation of the spectral/hp element method. Further,
the implementation of such method to solve the Navier-Stokes and the Advection-
Diffusion-Reaction equations is discussed. Finally, the time-discretisation schemes
used to solve the aforementioned equations are presented.
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2.1.1 Basic concepts
2.1.1.1 Strong and weak formulations of a differential equation
Example problem
Consider the differential problem given by the one dimensional Poisson equation:
d2u
dx2
+ f = 0, (2.1)
where the solution u(x) is continuously differentiable, and f = f(x) is an arbitrary
forcing function.
Strong formulation
Consider the solution u(x) in the domain Ω = {x |x0 ≤ x ≤ xN}. Further, consider




(xN) = gN , (2.2)
where gD and gN are known constants. In this example the boundary condition spe-
cified at x0 imposes a condition on the solution (Dirichlet-type boundary condition),
while the boundary condition specified at xN imposes a condition on the derivat-
ive of the solution (Neumann-type boundary condition). The problem as defined
by Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 is said to be in the strong form. Solutions to the strong
formulation (called strong solutions) of differential problems of order s are s-times
differentiable.
Weak formulation
The differential equations that govern a great range of physical phenomena often
do not have sufficiently smooth solutions, and therefore do no admit a strong for-
mulation. In these cases, non-differentiable functions that nonetheless satisfy the
differential equation can be found by means of a weak formulation.
To formulate the example problem in a weak form, Eq. 2.1 is multiplied by an
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dx = 0. (2.3)
The problem posed by Eq. 2.3 is said to be in the weak form. The solution to
the weak formulation (called weak solution) is required to be continuous, but not
differentiable.
2.1.1.2 Legendre inner product
Let f(x) and g(x) be two polynomial functions defined in Ω. The Legendre inner





2.1.1.3 Method of the weighted residuals
Consider the strong form of a generic differential problem L(u) denoted by
L(u) = 0, (2.5)
and the pertinent initial and boundary conditions. An approximated solution uδ =
uδ(~x, t) can be constructed as a series expansion of the form:




where ûi(t) are the Ndof unknown coefficients, Φi are the basis (or trial) functions of
the expansion, and u0(~x, t) is a known function that satisfies the initial and boundary
conditions.
The approximate solution uδ does not exactly satisfy the differential Eq. 2.5. The
error or residual R between the approximate and the exact solution is given by:
R(uδ) = L(uδ).
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The weighted residuals method places a restriction on the residual R in order to
calculate the unknown coefficients ûi(t) of the expansion. In particular, the inner
product of the residual R and a weight (or test) function vj is required to be zero.
Thus,
〈vj, R〉 = 0 j = 1, ..., Ndof . (2.7)
The nature of the test functions vj determines the type of numerical method. A
review of the most commonly used test functions and their associated computational
methods is given in [129]. Note that Eq. 2.7 is equivalent to the weak formulation
of the problem posed by Eq. 2.5.
2.1.2 The Galerkin approximation
The Galerkin approximation is equivalent to the weighted residuals method when
the test functions are chosen to be identical to the trial functions (i.e. vi = Φi). In
this section a brief overview of the Galerkin approximation is given. For a complete
mathematical analysis and a more detailed formulation refer to [129].
2.1.2.1 Example problem








(xN) = gN . (2.9)
2.1.2.2 Weak form: implementation of boundary conditions
Implementation of Neumann boundary conditions







dx = 0. (2.10)
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where the test function v(x) is defined to be zero at all the Dirichlet boundaries (i.e
v(0) = 0). In the Galerkin approximation Eq. 2.10 is integrated by parts to yield




















Using Eq. 2.9 and considering that by definition v(0) = 0, the previous equation












vf dx+ v(xN)gN . (2.11)
Note that the Neumann boundary condition imposed at xN is naturally included
within this weak formulation.
Implementation of Dirichlet boundary conditions
Both the exact solution u(x) and the test function v(x) can be approximated by












vδf dx+ vδ(xN)gN . (2.12)
The approximate solution uδ can be expressed as the sum of a known (lifted) solution
uD, and an unknown function uH such that
uδ = uD + uH , (2.13)
where uD is chosen to satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions (i.e. uD(x0) = gD);
and uH is a unknown function which value is zero at the Dirichlet boundaries (i.e
uH(x0) = 0).













vδ(uD + uH) dx =
∫ xN
x0
vδf dx+ vδ(xN)gN .


























Since uD is known and the test functions vδ are arbitrary, all the elements of the
right-hand side of Eq. 2.14 are known. Furthermore, since vδ and uH contain a
finite number of functions, Eq. 2.14 can be transformed into a system of algebraic
equations that can be solved by traditional methods.
Lifting a known solution is a key step in the Galerkin formulation. Since by definition
the unknown solution uH is zero at the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the test
function space (chosen to also be zero at the Dirichlet boundary conditions) can be
used to span uH . If a known solution was not lifted, the trial space would have more
degrees of freedom than the test space, leading to a algebraic system not squared in
nature.
Implementation of Robin boundary conditions




(xN) = gR + βu(xN), (2.15)
where α, β and gR are known. Such type of boundary condition often arises in mass
transport problems, as shown in subsequent chapters.






(gR + βu(xN)). (2.16)

















vδf dx+ vδ(xN)gN .
(2.17)




δ(xN) has been included in the left-hand side of the equation,
as the value of uδ(xN) is unknown. Note that the inclusion of such term is the only
necessary modification when implementing Robin boundary conditions.
Before proceeding with further numerical discussion, it is important to highlight
that the Galerkin approximation can be used in a number of numerical methods,
as it does not define the type of trial function or the spatial decomposition of the
domain. The following section overviews a spectral/hp element implementation of
the Galerkin approximation.
2.1.3 A spectral/hp element implementation of the Galer-
kin approximation
Spectral/hp implementations of the Galerkin approximation require two funda-
mental steps: 1)the spatial discretisation of the computational domain into elements
(a h-type discretisation), and 2)the definition of a local series expansion within each
element (a p-type discretisation).
The first step consists in partitioning the computational domain into smaller sep-
arate regions (elements). This process is often referred to as defining the computa-
tional mesh. Reducing the size of the elements (h-type refinement) leads to algebraic
convergence for sufficiently smooth problems. The second step defines a local series
expansion within each element. Such local expansions are combined to build a global
series expansion that represents the approximate solution of the problem within the
entire domain. Increasing the number of modes that form the expansion leads to
exponential convergence.
2.1.3.1 Elemental decomposition: the h-type extension
Recall the example problem given by Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9. Consider the solution u(x)
in the domain Ω = {x |x0 ≤ x ≤ x3}. Let x1, x2 be points defined within Ω such
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that
x0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3.
Three non-overlapping elements Ωi can be defined as:









Thus defining a valid computational mesh.
2.1.3.2 Spectral expansion: the p-type extension
In the spectral/hp element method, the global expansion basis Φk within the domain
is constructed from a combination of the local expansion modes φp defined within
each element.
In order to facilitate the numerical implementation of the elemental expansions,
a standard element Ωst is defined as Ωst = {ξ | − 1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1}. A transformation
function χi(ξ) can be used to map the standard element Ωst to the physical elements
Ωi. Such transformation χi(ξ) expresses the physical (or global) coordinate x as a
function of the standard (or local) coordinate ξ:








xi+1, ξ ∈ Ωst. (2.18)
Similarly, a inverse mapping (χi(ξ))−1 expressing the local coordinate ξ in terms of
the global coordinate x can be defined as




− 1, x ∈ Ωi.
A great range of local expansion basis φp = φp(ξ) can be defined within the standard
element. The choice of the local basis will be briefly discussed in a later section
(sec. 2.1.3.4). For illustrative purposes, consider now a 3th-order polynomial modal
expansion φp(ξ) defined as:

















where P 1,1p denotes the Jacobi polynomials of order p. A C0 global expansion basis
Φk = Φk(x) can be constructed by combining the local expansion modes φp = φp(ξ)
and mapping them to the global coordinate system via the transformation χ−1i . For
instance, in the example problem a global expansion Φk(x) can be defined as follows:
Φ0(x) =
 φ0(ξ) = φ0(χ−10 (x)) x ∈ Ω00 x /∈ Ω0 Φ1(x) =





0 (x)) x ∈ Ω0
φ0(ξ) = φ0(χ
−1
1 (x)) x ∈ Ω1
0 x /∈ Ω0 ∪ Ω1
Φ3(x) =





1 (x)) x ∈ Ω1
φ0(ξ) = φ0(χ
−1
2 (x)) x ∈ Ω2
0 x /∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2
Φ5(x) =
 φ1(ξ) = φ1(χ−12 (x)) x ∈ Ω20 x /∈ Ω2
Φ6(x) =
 φ2(ξ) = φ2(χ−12 (x)) x ∈ Ω20 x /∈ Ω2
Note that the number of local (or elemental) degrees of freedom Neof is higher than
the number of global degrees of freedom Ndof , as several restrictions apply to the
global expansion. In particular, the global expansion basis Φk is required to be C0
continuous. This condition is equivalent to imposing continuity at the boundaries of
internal elements. For instance, in the previous example there are nine local degrees
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of freedom (Neof=3 elements x 3 local modes per element) but only seven global
degrees of freedom (Ndof = 7), as C0 continuity is enforced at x1 and x2.
Figure 2.1 summarises the concepts reviewed in this section, illustrating a basic
implementation of the spectral/hp element method.
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Figure 2.1: Implementation of the spectral/hp element method. The do-
main Ω is decomposed into three elements Ωi with i = 0, 1, 2. A
local expansion basis φp is defined within the standard element
Ωst. The global expansion modes Φk(x) are assembled by com-
bining the local modes φp(ξ) and mapping them to the global
space via the transformation χ−1i .
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2.1.3.3 Matrix formulation
Recall the Galerkin formulation (Eq. 2.14) of the example problem. The lifted
solution uD, the unknown solution uH and the approximate test function vδ can be
expressed in terms of the global expansion basis Φk(x) as:









where ûk are the Ndof -1 unknown coefficients to be determined and v̂l are arbitrary
coefficients since the test function vδ is arbitrary. Note that the lifted solution
is expressed in terms of the global basis. Further, note that the global modes
forming the trial space (and hence the test space) are zero at the Dirichlet boundary
conditions (see Fig. 2.1).
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Further, let û, v̂, f , d and n be vectors defined as


















 0 l 6= Ndof − 1v̂lgN l = Ndof − 1.
Equation 2.23 can now be expressed as:
v̂T(L + λM) û = v̂T(f + n− d). (2.24)
Since the test function vδ is arbitrary, Eq. 2.24 needs to be satisfied for all v̂k. Thus
(L + λM) û = (f + n− d), (2.25)
and hence
û = (L + λM)−1(f + n− d). (2.26)
The previous Eq. 2.26 can be used to calculate û, and hence the approximate
solution uδ.
Numerical considerations
The matrices M and L, generally referred to as the global mass matrix and the
global laplacian matrix respectively, exhibit a degree of structure. Moreover, it can
be shown that M and L can be assembled from elemental contributions. These
two properties can be used to formulate very efficient implementations of the spec-
tral/hp element method. Further discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this
thesis. A complete description of the spectral/hp element method and its numerical
implementation can be found in [129].
2.1.3.4 Local expansion bases
Local expansions can be classified as nodal or modal expansions, according to the
nature of their bases. Nodal expansions evaluate the approximate solution at a fixed
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set of points (nodes), and therefore the unknown coefficients ûi of the approximate
solution uδ have a physical meaning: the value of the solution at a given node.
Nodal bases are not hiercharchical, in the sense that a higher order nodal basis
cannot be constructed from lower order basis modes. Examples of nodal basis are
the expansions formed with Lagrange polynomials. On the other hand, modal bases
are hiercharchical in nature, and therefore low order modes are contained within
higher order expansions. The basis given by Eq. 2.19 is an example of modal basis.
The choice of the local expansion basis strongly affects the numerical implementa-
tion and hence the efficiency of spectral/hp element methods. Factors such as the
orthogonality and the linear independence of the basis modes have a great influence
in the conditioning of the laplacian and mass matrices. For a complete discussion
on the choice of local expansions refer to [129].
2.1.3.5 Extension to multiple dimensions
The one-dimensional concepts previously reviewed can be extended into multiple
dimensions. While extending the formulation of the Galerkin approximation into
higher dimensions is straightforward, the construction of local basis within 2D and
3D standard regions presents greater difficulty. This section briefly discusses suit-
able standard regions and possible local expansions for a number of two and three
dimensional elemental geometries.
Quadrilateral and Hexahedral Elements
A structured partition of the computational mesh results in the generation of quad-
rilateral (2D) or hexahedral (3D) elements. For this type of elements, the extension
to multiple dimensions is relatively simple, as reviewed in subsequent text.
Consider the standard domains Q2Dst and Q3Dst defined as
Q2Dst = {(ξ1, ξ2) | − 1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2 ≤ 1},
and
Q3Dst = {(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) | − 1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 ≤ −1},
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Figure 2.2: Standard regions Q2Dst and Q3Dst for (a)quadrilateral and
(b)hexahedral elements respectively.
A one-dimensional basis ψp(ξi) can be defined along each standard coordinate ξi. A
multiple dimensional local basis (φpq, φpqr) can now be constructed by taking the
tensor product of such one-dimensional bases, that is:
φpq(ξ1, ξ2) = ψp(ξ1)ψq(ξ2) 0 ≤ p, q, p ≤ P1, q ≤ P2,
φpqr(ξ1, ξ2) = ψp(ξ1)ψq(ξ2)ψr(ξ3) 0 ≤ p, q, p ≤ P1, q ≤ P2, r ≤ P3.
The one-dimensional bases ψp(ξi) are often referred to as principal functions. Note
that the order of the local expansion in each of the standard directions may vary, as
the order Pi of the principal functions ψp(ξi) may differ.
Triangular and Tetrahedral Elements
Simplex (triangular-faced) elements are generally the result of an unstructured par-
tition of the computational mesh. In this section, the construction of a local basis
for triangular (2D) and tetrahedral (3D) elements is reviewed. A definition of local
bases within prismatic and pyramidical elements is given in [129].
1A transformation function χ = χ(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) to map the standard elements to the global co-
ordinates can be defined in a similar way to the one-dimensional case (Eq. 2.18). A review of
multidimensional mappings between the standard and physical regions is given in a later section.
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Triangular elements
Consider the standard domains T 2Dst defined as
T 2Dst = {(ξ1, ξ2) | − 1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2, ξ2 + ξ1 ≤ 0, }













Figure 2.3: Standard regions T 2Dst and T 3Dst for (a)triangular and
(b)tetrahedral elements respectively.
It can be noted that the upper bound of such a coordinate system is not fixed, but
depends on the standard coordinates themselves. A new local coordinate system






− 1, η2 = ξ2. (2.27)
The standard region T 2Dst can now be expressed in terms of η1 and η2 as:
T 2Dst = {(η1, η2) | − 1 ≤ η1, η2 ≤ 1}.
Note that the transformation given by Eq. 2.27 is equivalent to mapping the stand-
ard triangular region to the standard quadrilateral region. For this reason, the
coordinate system (η1,η2) is often referred to as the collapsed coordinate system.
When using a collapsed coordinate system, it is not possible to directly construct
the local multidimensional modes φpq(ξ1, ξ2) from the tensor product of principal
functions ψp(ξi). However, it can be shown that φpq(ξ1, ξ2) can be defined as the
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product of a one-dimensional tensor ψp(η1(ξ1, ξ2)) and a two-dimensional tensor
ψpq(η2(ξ2)) such that
φpq(ξ1, ξ2) = ψp(η1)ψpq(η2) 0 ≤ p, q, p ≤ P1, q ≤ P2.






























P 2p+1,1q−1 1 ≤ p < P, 1 ≤ q < Q
ψp(z) p = P, 0 ≤ q ≤ Q.
(2.29)
The expansions ψp(η1) and ψpq(η2) are known as modified principal functions. Note
that, unlike quadrilateral expansions, such functions are not independent, as ψpq(η2)
takes a different form for each mode of ψp(η1). Figure 2.4 shows the bidimensional
basis φpq(ξ1, ξ2) defined in the standard element T 2Dst .
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Figure 2.4: 4th-order bidimensional basis φpq(ξ1, ξ2) defined in the stand-
ard element T 2Dst . The basis φpq(ξ1, ξ2) is constructed by mul-
tiplying the one-dimensional tensor ψp(η1(ξ1, ξ2)) by the two-
dimensional tensor ψpq(η2(ξ2)). Note that the modes within the
expansion φpq(ξ1, ξ2) can be classified as vertex modes (modes
that have unit value in one vertex and zero in the rest), edge
modes (modes that have non-zero values along one edge and de-
cay to zero in the remaining edges) and interior modes (modes
that have non-zero values at the boundary) [129]
.
Tetrahedral elements
Consider the standard domain T 3Dst defined as
T 3Dst = {(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) | − 1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ1 + ξ2 + ξ3 ≤ −1},
where ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3 form a Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). A
collapse coordinate system (η1, η2, η3) such that
T 3Dst = {(η1, η2, η3) | − 1 ≤ η1, η2, η3 ≤ 1},











− 1, η3 = ξ3. (2.30)
It can be shown that the Eq. 2.30 is equivalent to repeatedly collapsing quadrangular
faces within the hexahedral standard region. Therefore such a transformation can
be though of as a mapping from an hexahedral to a tetrahedral element.
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As for triangular local expansions, a local 3D expansion bases φpqr(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) can be
defined in terms of the modified principal functions ψp(η1(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)), ψpq(η2(ξ2, ξ3))
and ψpqr(η3(ξ3)) as follows:
φpqr(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = ψp(η1)ψpq(η2)ψpqr(η3) 0 ≤ p, q, p ≤ P1, q ≤ P2; r ≤ P3.
A range of suitable modified principal functions ψpqr(η3) is given in [129], along with
further discussion regarding the numerical implementation of the concepts reviewed
in this section.
2.1.4 Navier-Stokes equations
This thesis investigates blood flow features within the rabbit aorta. This section
gives an overview of the temporal discretisation of the equations that govern the
rabbit haemodynamics. Note that the spatial discretisation of such equations is
performed using the spectral/hp element method as previously described.
Blood flow is modelled using the steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for a Newtonian flow. Thus




+ u · ∇u = −1
ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u in Ω, (2.32)
where Ω is the computational domain, t is the time, u represents the velocity vector,
p denotes the pressure field, ρ is the blood density and ν represents blood viscosity.
By defining the operators L and N as
L = ∇2u,
and
N = u · ∇u,





∇p+ νL(u) + N(u). (2.33)
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un represents the velocity field at t = tn and ∆t = tn+1− tn. The parameters βq are
the coefficients of an explicit Je-order Adams-Bashforth scheme used to approximate
the non-linear operator N, while γq are the coefficients of an implicit Ji-order Adams-
Moulton scheme used to approximate the linear operator L.
It can be shown [67] that the pressure field can be separately calculated through the
following elliptic system of equations:









~u0 · n− û · n
∆t
on ∂Ω;
where ~u0 is the Dirichlet boundary condition at ∂Ω, (i.e. u = ~u0 at ∂Ω) and n is a
unit vector normal to the boundary ∂Ω.
Splitting errors can be minimised by imposing the following mixed implicit/explicit















Once the pressure field is estimated, Eq. 2.34 becomes a Helmholtz equation for un+1,
and therefore it can be solved using the spectral/hp element method as reviewed in
section 2.1.3. Note that since some of the terms in Eq. 2.34 are treated explicitly,
∆t needs to satisfy a Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition [29] to guarantee
the stability of the aforementioned time scheme.
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2.1.5 Advection-Diffusion-Reaction equation
This thesis investigates Nitric Oxide (NO) concentration (CNO) in in vitro and
in vivo environments. This section overviews the temporal discretisation of the
equations that govern NO transfer. Note that the spatial discretisation of such
equations is carried out using the spectral/hp element method.




= −~v · ~∇CNO +DNO∇2CNO − VNO, (2.35)
where t is time, ~v is the convective velocity field, DNO is NO diffusivity and VNO is
the rate at which NO is consumed by various chemical reactions. NO consumption




where ki is the NO reaction rate with a given substance, and m is the order of such
reaction.
2.1.5.1 First-order reaction (in vivo nitric oxide transport)
Vascular Nitric Oxide reacts with the haemoglobin (Hb) contained in red blood cells.





= −~v · ~∇CNO +DNO∇2CNO − kHbCNO. (2.36)
Eq. 2.36 can be discretised in time following a semi-implicit first-order scheme :
Cn+1NO − CnNO
∆t
= −~vn · ~∇CnNO +DNO∇2Cn+1NO − kHbCn+1NO , (2.37)
where CnNO represent NO concentration at t = t
n, ~vn denotes the velocity field at
t = tn, and ∆t = tn+1 − tn. Since the convective term is treated explicitly, ∆t is
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chosen to satisfy a CFL condition that guarantees the stability of the time scheme.













− ~vn · ~∇CnNO
)
,
which is a Helmholtz equation for Cn+1NO , and therefore can be solved as studied in
section 2.1.3.
2.1.5.2 Second-order reaction (in vitro nitric oxide transport)
In aqueous solutions, NO reacts with oxygen. The kinetics of NO auto-oxidation






= −~v · ~∇CNO +DNO∇2CNO − kO2(CNO)2. (2.38)
Eq. 2.38 can be discretised in time following an semi-implicit first-order scheme :
Cn+1NO − CnNO
∆t
= −~vn · ~∇CnNO +DNO∇2Cn+1NO − kO2(CnNO)2. (2.39)
Note that for these cases both the convective and the reaction terms are treated
explicitly. Numerical experiments were carried out to ensure the stability of such
numerical scheme for the range of parameters investigated. ∆t is now chosen to
satisfy a more general stability condition that addresses the effect of NO reaction.









− ~vn · ~∇CnNO − kO2(CnNO)2
)
,
which again is a Helmtholtz equation for Cn+1NO and hence can be solved using the
spectral/hp element method as reviewed in section 2.1.3.
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2.2 High-order mesh generation
This section overviews numerical issues concerning the generation of high-order (cur-
vilinear) computational meshes suitable for spectral/hp element methods. High-
order mesh generation algorithms are relatively scarce in the literature, since tradi-
tional (straight-sided) mesh generation techniques cannot be trivially extended to
spectral/hp approaches.
Computational meshes for high-order schemes are typically coarser than those for
use with low-order methods. Therefore, curved surface elements may be required
in order for high-order meshes to conform to the boundary geometry. This require-
ment may lead to distorted or even invalid 2 boundary elements, such as the ones
illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
Defining a mesh generation algorithm that controls the occurrence of invalid ele-
ments is a difficult task. A more practical approach is to initially define a underlying
straight-sided mesh (straight-sided meshes do not present so called invalid elements
and can be generated using commercial software), and thereafter deform it to create
a curvilinear conforming mesh. Note that a limited number of invalid elements can
be introduced during the deformation process. However, a number of strategies can
be followed to minimise their incidence [130] and to correct such elements [129].
This section firstly reviews fundamental concepts of high-order mesh generation, and
subsequently presents an algorithm to curve straight-sided meshes using so called
SPHERIGON patches [147].
2Invalid elements are those whose mapping function between the standard and the physical
regions is not bijective, and hence the jacobian of such mapping function is not strictly positive.
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Figure 2.5: Invalid elements (in red) in a high-order representation of the
third pair of intercostal arteries in the rabbit aorta.
2.2.1 High-order meshes in spectral/hp element methods
The spectral/hp element method requires the definition of mappings χi between
the physical elements Ωi and the standard region Ωst. The construction of such
mappings depends significantly on the nature (straight-sided or curvilinear) of the
physical elements being mapped.
This section describes mappings for both straight-sided and curvilinear elements.
For simplicity, only high-order mappings for quadrilateral elements are reviewed.
An extension to triangular and 3D elements can be found in [129].
2.2.1.1 Elemental mappings for straight-sided elements
Consider a quadrangular element of vertices A (xA1 , x
A











2 ). A mapping χ between such an element and the standard quadrilateral
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region (Fig. 2.6) is given by:



























, i = 1, 2.
It can be shown that the previous mapping is bijective (and hence does not generate
invalid elements) provided that the internal angles of the quadrilateral element are
convex (that is, there are less than 180 degrees).
2.2.1.2 Elemental mappings for curvilinear elements
In spectral/hp element methods the boundary geometry can be approximated in
terms of the local expansion modes. Therefore, a high-order mapping χ can be
defined as






where φpq(ξ1, ξ2) is the local expansion basis (see section 2.1.3.5) and x̂
i
pq are the
unknown coefficients of the mapping to be determined. Note that when the all the
modes within φpq(ξ1, ξ2) are zero, except for the vertex modes (i.e. x̂
i
pq = 0, except





= xBi , x̂
i
P1P2
= xCi and x̂
i
0P2
= xDi ) the straight-sided mapping is
recovered.
Consider a quadrangular element of curved edges a, b, c and d (see Fig. 2.6). Further,
consider that the geometry of the edge k is known and it can be represented by a
function fk(ξi). Provided that the edge definitions are continuous at the vertices
(e.g. fa(1) = f b(−1)), it is possible [52] to construct a mapping χ(ξ1, ξ2) as a linear
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blending of the functions fk as follows:











































Recall that φpq(ξ1, ξ2) = ψ(ξ1)ψ(ξ2) within the quadrilateral standard element. The
functions fk can therefore be approximated by an expansion f¯k in terms of the
principal functions ψ(ξi). For instance:







where hp(ξ1) is a nodal basis (e.g. Lagrange basis) defined within the standard space
and ξj are the nodes of such basis, hence f̂
a(ξj) = f
a(ξj). The modal mapping
coefficients ûp0 can be determined as:
ûT = f̂T h d−1, (2.43)
where the vectors f̂ , û, h and d are defined as
f̂ [l] = f̂k(ξl), û[l] = û0l, h = hl(ξ1), d[l] = φl(ξ1), 0 ≤ l ≤ P1.
Substituting the functions fk in Eq. 2.41 by their approximations f¯k leads to an ex-
pression of the mapping χ(ξ1, ξ2) in the form given by Eq. 2.40, where the coefficients
x̂ipq are now known. Fig. 2.6 illustrates the construction of the mapping χ(ξ1, ξ2) as
described above.







Figure 2.6: Construction of a mapping χ(ξ1, ξ2) between a curved quad-
rangular element and the standard space. Such a mapping is
constructed by linear blending of the edge definitions fk.
2.2.2 High-order mesh generation using SPHERIGON patches
The analytic functions fk that describe the edges geometry (or the faces in 3D
problems) are often unknown, and therefore the nodal coefficients f̂k need to be es-
timated. Once such nodal coefficients f̂k are known, the modal mapping coefficients
can be directly determined using Eq. 2.43.
Most of the estimation techniques available are based on approximating the surface
geometry by high-order patches. Such patches are generally constructed using the
topological information contained in an underlying straight-sided mesh.
SPHERIGON patches [147] provide a curvilinear approximation of a polygonal ele-
ment given its vertices and vertex normals. This section describes a mesh generation
algorithm based on such patches [54] and proposes a new algorithm to accurately
approximate the vertex normals from a coarse straight-sided mesh.
2.2.2.1 The SPHERIGON patch
The SPHERIGON patch allows the approximation of a curved polygonal surface
given its vertices and vertex normals. Specifically, the SPHERIGON patch approx-
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imates a curved polygon of n vertices by blending n spherical surfaces orthogonal
to the n vertex normals at the n vertices. The blending functions are chosen to
guarantee C0 and C1 across patches. The process of constructing a SPHERIGON
patch is outlined below.
Consider a triangle with vertices P1, P2 and P3 and vertex normals N1, N2 and
N3. Let Pp be an arbitrary point within such triangle, and N
p the Phong normal














let P̂p be the Phong projection of Pp onto the SPHERIGON patch (see Fig. 2.7).
N1
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Phong normals distribution (a) and Phong projection (b). The
SPHERIGON patch (blue) provides a curvilinear approximation
of a polygonal element given its vertices Pi and vertex normals
Ni.
The SPHERIGON patch at the point Pp (P̂p) is constructed by blending the three
spheres Si orthogonal to Ni at Pi and orthogonal to the line defined by Pp and N
p.
Let Qpi be the point where the sphere Si intersects the line defined by Pp and N
p,
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where Kpi is the orthogonal projection of Pi onto the line defined by Pp and N
p
given by
Kpi = Pp + ((Pi −Pp)Np)Np.
Figure 2.8: Construction of a sphere Si orthogonal to Ni at Pi and ortho-
gonal to the line defined by Pp and N
p.




















(Qpi+1 −Pp)2 + (Qpi −Pp)2
)
,
where i is cyclic index.
Since the points Pp are arbitrary, they can be chosen to be the nodes x(ξ¯j) of the
nodal expansion hp(ξ¯). Therefore the nodal coefficients f
k(ξ¯j) can be approximated
by P̂p. Hence
x(ξ¯j) = Pp, f(ξ¯j) = P̂p.
2.2.2.2 Vertex normal approximation
Given a straight-sided mesh, the normal Ni at the vertex Vi can be approximated
by averaging the face normals Nj of the elements Ωj connected to such vertex Vi
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where Aj is the face area of the element Ωj. The accuracy of such an algorithm
strongly depends on the size of the mesh. A poor vertex approximation result in com-
putational meshes that are not C1 continuous, as illustrated later in Fig. 2.11. Since
computational meshes for high-order methods are coarse, an alternative method
to estimate the vertex normals may be necessary. This thesis proposes the use of
an auxiliary straight-sided mesh (Fig. 2.9(a)) to compute the vertex normals, as
described next.
Consider the coarse straight-sided mesh M shown in Fig. 2.9(b) and the finer dis-
cretisation of such mesh M¯ shown in Fig. 2.9(a). Note that it is assumed that such
a finer discretisation can de defined. That is the case when the computational mesh
is generated from medical data, as explained in Chapter 4.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9: Computational meshes of the third pair of intercostal arteries
in the rabbit aorta. a)Fine straight-sided mesh M¯; b)coarse
straight-sided mesh M and c)curvilinear high-order mesh.
Let Vi be a arbitrary vertex in M and V¯ij be the n vertices in M¯ closer to Vi.
Further, let Ω¯j be n elements constructed from the vertices V¯
i
j as shown in Fig. 2.10.
The vertex normal Ni at Vi can now be approximated by averaging the face normals
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Figure 2.10: The normal Ni at the vertex Vi can be computed by area-
averaging the face normals of the elements Ωi. A better ap-
proximation is given by the area-averaging the face normals of
the elements Ω¯j (blue triangles), constructed from the vertex
V¯ij of the finer straight-sided mesh M¯.
Figure 2.11 shows the curvilinear surface obtained when the vertex normals are
approximated from the coarse meshM (Fig. 2.11(a)), and from the auxiliary mesh
M¯ (Fig. 2.11(b)). One can observe that the later surface (Fig. 2.11(b)) presents a
greater geometrical accuracy and smoothness.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.11: Colour map of the x-component of the surface normal (left)
and the partial derivative of the x-component of the surface
normal with respect to x (right), when the vertex normals are
approximated from a coarse straight-sided mesh (a), and from
a fine straight-sided mesh (b). The computational meshes rep-
resent a detail of the third pair of intercostal arteries of the
rabbit aorta.
Given a straight-sided mesh, the vertex normals can be estimated using one of
methods described above. Such estimation along with the vertex position can be
used to deform the straight-sided mesh using SPHERIGON patches, and therefore
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create a curvilinear mesh as illustrated in Fig. 2.9(c).
2.3 Summary
A description of the numerical methods used in this thesis has been presented.
Firstly, a basic formulation of the spectral/hp element method was described. An
in-house implementation of such method (the code Nκταr [156]) was used to per-
form the blood flow and mass transfer simulations presented in subsequent chapters.
Secondly, a review of fundamental concepts in high-order generation was given, and
an algorithm to curve straight-sided meshes was proposed. Such algorithm was used
to create the computational meshes in the simulations presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 3
Nitric Oxide Transport in Flow
Chambers
This chapter presents a computational study of Nitric Oxide (NO) production and
transport within a parallel-plate flow chamber coated with endothelial cells. A model
for endothelial NO production is developed. Further, the relationship between en-
dothelial NO concentration (CNO) and wall shear stress (WSS) is investigated in
detail. This study aims to develop a more detailed understanding of the NO dis-
tribution within flow chambers, identifying key parameters that regulate NO pro-
duction and transport, and illustrating the crucial role of flow on NO concentration
distribution. Note that the proposed model for endothelial NO production will be
also used to investigate vascular NO transport within the rabbit aorta as detailed
in Chapter 5.
3.1 Introduction
Reduced bioavailability of the atheroprotective agent NO is postulated to be one of
the factors that mediate the onset of atherosclerosis [86]. Evidence suggests that
Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase (eNOS) concentration and hence NO production
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strongly depend on WSS [25, 24]. This WSS-dependent NO production (possibly in
conjunction with an impaired NO transport due to biological factors such as oxygen
radicals) may provide an explanation for the flow-mediated onset of the disease.
Despite its relevance to atherosclerosis, the relationship between WSS and en-
dothelial NO production remains a point of contention. NO is avidly scavenged
by the haemoglobin contained in red blood cells [8], complicating direct in vivo
measurements [70]. In order to facilitate such NO concentration measurements, nu-
merous in vitro studies [46, 65] have used parallel plate flow chambers to determine
the relationship between NO production and WSS in a quantitative fashion.
Despite these efforts, experimental data are scarce and often conflicting, leading
to NO production rate estimations in the literature that vary over several orders
of magnitude [23]. These discrepancies may be explained, in part, by an insuf-
ficient characterisation of the fluid-dynamics aspects of the experiments, such as
convection. Undefined or uncontrolled flow profiles may lead to misinterpretation of
experimental results. In fact, some authors [150] have suggested that reconciliation
between apparently conflicting findings may be possible with a more careful review
of the flow regimes within the flow chambers.
Numerous computational studies have modelled NO production and transport under
in vitro [40] scenarios. The main goals of these models have been to determine
the effective diffusion distance of NO into the culture medium. From a biological
standpoint, these models are limited in two ways: 1) variations in NO production
rate with WSS are not considered (NO production rate remains constant) and 2)
NO transport due to convection is not modelled.
Only a small number of studies in the literature have addressed the aforementioned
limitations. Kanai et al. [65] investigated the NO distribution in a parallel plate
flow chamber coated with endothelial cells. They developed a mathematical model
that included both convective and diffusive NO transport. Indirect measures of
NO concentration were used (in conjunction with the numerical model) in order to
estimate the endothelial NO production rate for different levels of WSS. Although
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this study experimentally characterised the relationship between NO production rate
and WSS (which was found to be linear in the range studied), it did not investigate
the dependence of endothelial NO concentration on WSS.
To the author’s knowledge, only one previous paper [40] has modelled both con-
vective and diffusive NO transport within a parallel-plate flow chamber, paying
particular attention to their effect on NO concentration. However, although this
previous study considered a WSS-dependent NO production rate, this dependency
is not physiologically realistic. Furthermore, other mass transport phenomena that
affect NO production rate (such as a negative feedback mechanism on NO produc-
tion) were not taken into account.
This chapter aims to develop a more detailed understanding of the NO distribution
within flow chambers, identifying key parameters that regulate NO production and
transport, and illustrating the crucial role of flow on NO concentration distribution.
It is hoped that the numerical model presented here may aid accurate interpretation
of experimental data.
3.1.1 Limitations of the model
The model proposed in this section presents several limitations, as it simplifies and
neglects many aspects of endothelial NO production. In particular the model fails to
take into account transient endothelial responses, such as a burst in NO production
due to the onset of flow in the experiments [150]. Therefore, the model cannot predict
NO distribution at the initial stage of the experiments (in the order of minutes),
before the steady-state is reached.
Furthermore, the kinetics of the intracellular reactions that lead to NO production
are not modelled. In particular, the effects of aspects such as cellular eNOS distri-
bution or substrates availability on endothelial NO production are not considered.
However, such effects are unlikely to be significant under standard experimental con-
ditions [23]. Despite these limitations, the model provides a conceptual framework
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for the analysis of NO production and transport in in vitro experiments. Specific-
ally, the results of this study highlight the role of convection in NO transport, which
has been neglected or misinterpreted in most previous theoretical studies.
3.2 Computational model for nitric oxide produc-
tion and transport in flow chambers
This section proposes a computational model for endothelial NO production and
transport in in vitro scenarios. In particular NO distribution within a commercial
parallel plate flow chamber (Ibidi Slide VI) is modelled. The model is constructed
under the following general assumptions:
• Given the geometry of the chamber (b h, where b and h are the width and
the height of the flow chamber respectively), infinite width is assumed and
consequently the problem becomes bidimensional in nature.
• The culture medium is assumed to have the same dynamic viscosity as water.
• The endothelial cell monolayer is modelled as a surface source of NO. This
assumption is based on the fact that the thickness of the endothelium (∼ 5µm)
can be neglected c.f. the height of the flow chamber. Previous numerical
studies [40] have shown that variations in NO concentration throughout the
endothelial cells are negligible.
• A distance d is allowed between the entrance of the flow chamber and the
endothelial cell monolayer, mimicking the configuration of the experimental
set-up associated with this study. In such an experimental set-up, this distance
prevents endothelial cells being exposed to developing flow profiles. Here, a
fully developed Poiseuille flow is assumed throughout the chamber.
• It is assumed that NO concentration is zero at the entrance of the chamber
i.e there is no NO dissolved in the culture medium.
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3.2.1 Computational domain
In line with these assumptions, the computational domain is defined as shown in



















Figure 3.1: Computational domain. NO is produced by endothelial cells. It
subsequently diffuses and reacts with the culture media. Finally,
NO is convected out of the chamber due to the effect of flow.
3.2.2 Governing equation
NO transport is governed by the following steady Advection-Diffusion-Reaction
equation
0 = −~v · ~∇CNO +DNO∇2CNO − VNO, (3.1)
where CNO denotes NO concentration, DNO is the NO diffusion coefficient, ~v rep-
resents the velocity field within the domain and VNO is the rate at which NO is
consumed by reaction with the culture medium, which will be shown shortly to
depend on CNO.
3.2.3 Nitric oxide reaction with the culture medium
In aqueous solutions, NO auto-oxidises to yield nitrogen dioxide(NO2) [56]. This
reaction is expressed in the following equation:
2NO + O2 → 2NO2.
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where CO2 is oxygen concentration in the aqueous medium and k3 is the third order
NO auto-oxidative reaction rate. Since CO2 is significantly larger (CO2 ∼ 10−3M)
than CNO (CNO ≤ 10−6M) [65], it is assumed that oxygen concentration in the fluid
remains constant throughout the experiments. Therefore, the kinetics of NO auto-





where k is the pseudo-second order reaction rate. Table 3.1 summarises the values
of all the constant parameters involved in the simulations. Note that the value of k
used here is slightly larger than the one used in [40] and [153]. However, the estim-
ated value for k in this study is in better agreement with the experimental results
of Kanai et al. [65].
Symbol Value, Units Description, Reference
h 0.04 cm Height of the flow chamber
L 1.7 cm Length of the flow chamber
b 0.38 cm Width of the flow chamber
d 0.2 cm Entrance length
µw 7.06 ·10 −3 dyn s cm−2 Dynamic viscosity of the culture medium [38]
DNO 3.3 · 10−5 cm2 s−1 NO diffusion coefficient [90]
k3 6 · 106 M−2s−1 Third order auto-oxidative NO reaction rate [72]
k 7.56 · 103 M−1s−1 Second order auto-oxidative NO reaction rate [65]
Table 3.1: Description of the constant parameters of the model of nitric
oxide production and transport in flow chambers.
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3.2.4 Nitric oxide production at endothelial cells
The NO production rate at the endothelium is a critical parameter in the compu-
tational simulation of NO transport. Despite an increasing number of experimental
studies, the pathways that lead to NO production in response to WSS remain un-
clear and hence uncharacterised [22]. In particular, the order of magnitude of eNOS
(endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase) concentration is still a contentious point, lead-
ing to large discrepancies in the reported values of the endothelial NO production
rate [23].
The model for endothelial NO production rate proposed here is constructed under
the following assumptions:
1. Substrates for NO synthesis (L-arginine, oxygen, etc) are present in excess.
2. NO production rate depends linearly on intracellular eNOS concentration [23].
3. The relationship between eNOS concentration and WSS magnitude is assumed
to be sigmoidal [25]. This assumption is supported by several in vivo studies
[25, 24]. Furthermore, for a wide range of the parameter space investigated, the
proposed model is also in good agreement with the results of the in vitro study
of Kanai et al. [65], in which a linear relationship between NO production rate
and WSS in the range 2-10 dynescm−2 was found.
Under the aforementioned assumptions, the NO production rate RNO at the en-
dothelium (x ≥ d, y = 0) is given by
RNO(x) =
RNOMAX
1 + γ exp(−Wo|τ |) , (3.3)
where
• RNOMAX is the maximum production rate, which corresponds to the product
of the maximum intracellular eNOS concentration and the maximum catalytic
velocity rate.
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• τ represents WSS magnitude.
• γ and Wo are parameters that characterise the endothelial response to WSS.
This nomenclature is consistent with that used in [108] and [151].
The proposed model assumes that endothelial NO production does not indefinitely
increase with WSS, but instead it reaches a saturated production rate for a given
value of WSS (see Fig. 3.2). In vivo evidence [25] supports this hypothesis, which
was overlooked by previous mathematical models [40] investigating NO distribution
in flow chambers.
Negative feedback mechanism
The previous model does not consider chemical reactions that take place in the
endothelial cell once NO has started to be produced. In fact, endothelial NO can
bind to different forms of eNOS heme [23], leading to a reduction in NO production
rate. Further, NO inhibits the activation of NF-κB, a protein that may be also
responsible for enhanced eNOS transcription in response to laminar WSS [55]. These
reactions have been postulated to constitute a negative feedback mechanism that
regulates endothelial NO production.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study that models the effect of a negative
feedback mechanism on endothelial NO production. As a first approximation such




1 + γ exp(−Wo|τ |) − βCNO(x, 0), (3.4)
where β is a parameter that quantifies the effect of the negative feedback mechanism
on endothelial NO production.
Note that this mechanism implies that the endothelial NO production rate decreases
as the NO concentration at the endothelial surface increases. Given that NO concen-
tration substantially varies within the flow chamber (as a NO concentration bound-
ary layer develops), NO production rate also spatially varies along the flow chamber.
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3.2.5 Boundary conditions






It can be shown that the endothelial NO concentration at the endothelium (CNO(x, 0))
asymptotes to a constant value Ck at some finite distance (i.e CNO(x, 0)→ Ck for






Since the computational domain is finite, the previous boundary condition is applied







It is also assumed that NO concentration is zero at the entrance of the chamber





Finally, at the interface between the endothelial cell monolayer and the culture
medium (y = 0) a balance between NO production and NO transport is enforced,
thus

































where Vo is the average velocity of the parabolic flow profile.
Substituting Eqs. 3.9-3.13 into Eq. 3.1 leads to the following non-dimensional gov-
erning equation,
0 = −Pe ~v∗ · ~∇C∗ +∇2C∗ − k∗C∗2, (3.15)





Substituting Eqs. 3.9, 3.10, 3.13 and 3.14 into the equations that describe the bound-





































In cases where a negative feedback mechanism on endothelial NO production is
taken into account, the non-dimensional NO production rate can be expressed by
R∗NO =
1
1 + γ exp(−W ∗o Pe)
− β∗C∗, (3.22)







The non-dimensional velocity field is obtained analytically using a Hagen–Poiseuille
parabolic profile, thus
~v∗ = 6y∗(1− y∗)~i,
where ~i is a unit vector normal to the exit of the flow chamber.
3.2.7 Parameters
As shown in section 3.2.5, the non-dimensional NO concentration C∗ depends on the
three non-dimensional parameters Pe, W ∗o and γ. (Note that when a negative feed-
back mechanism is modelled, C∗ also depends on the non-dimensional parameter β∗).
Table 3.2 defines the range over which these non-dimensional parameters are varied.
Note that C∗ is independent of the maximum NO production rate RNOMAX .
Note that some parameters have been varied over an extremely wide range. The
scarce – and often conflicting – experimental data present in the literature have
motivated the choice of such wide ranges.
Non-dimen. Non-dimensional Dimensional
Parameter Physiological Range Parameters
Pe 1000− 15000 Vo = 1− 15cms−1, DNO = 3.3 · 10−5cm2s−1
W ∗o 0−∞ Wo = 0−∞Pa−1, DNO = 3.3 · 10−5cm2s−1;
γ 0− 100 γ = 0− 100
β∗ 0− 103 β = 0− 1cms−1, DNO = 3.3 · 10−5cm2s−1
Table 3.2: Description of the non-dimensional parameter ranges for the sim-
ulation of nitric oxide transport in flow chambers.
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3.2.8 Numerical method
The concentration field is calculated using the in-house spectral/hp element method
solver Nκταr [129]. The computational mesh was refined to guarantee an accuracy
of 10−5 for the simulations.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Nitric oxide production rate
The dependence of the endothelial NO production rate on Pe (and hence WSS) is
characterised by the non-dimensional parameters W ∗o and γ. In this section the
physical meaning of these parameters and their effect on the non-dimensional NO
production rate R∗NO is described.
Effect of W ∗o
Fig. 3.2 shows a plot of R∗NO against Pe for various values of the parameter W
∗
o with
a fixed value of γ. It can be observed that W ∗o characterises the sensitivity of the
endothelial response to Pe. Very sensitive responses are associated with high values
of W ∗o , while less sensitive responses are associated with low values of W
∗
o . In the
limiting cases W ∗o = 0 and W
∗
o → ∞, the NO production rate is constant in the
studied range of the parameter space and therefore independent of Pe.
Effect of γ
It is clear from Eq. 3.22 that the value of the parameter γ characterises the basal
level of NO production rate. Higher values of γ are associated with a lower basal
level of NO production, while low values correspond to a high basal level of NO
production.

















Figure 3.2: Plots of R∗NO against Pe for several values of the parameter W
∗
o
with fixed γ = 10 and β∗ = 0
3.3.2 Nitric oxide concentration field
The non-dimensional NO concentration field C∗ depends on Pe and two additional
non-dimensional parameters (W ∗o and γ). Fig. 3.3 shows NO distribution within the
flow chamber for a given set of conditions within the parameter space (Pe = 1200,
W ∗o = 2.5 · 10−3 and γ = 10). Note that for all the cases presented in this section,
the effect of the feedback mechanism is neglected (hence β∗ = 0).
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(b) Plot of C∗ evaluated at y∗ = 0
Figure 3.3: Plots of C∗ distribution within the flow chamber for a given
value of the parameter space (Pe = 1200, W ∗o = 2.5 · 10−3,
γ = 10 and β∗ = 0).
It can be observed that an NO Concentration Boundary Layer (CBL) develops
within the flow chamber, leading to significant spatial variations in endothelial NO
concentration. In order to investigate the relationship between endothelial NO con-
centration and WSS, we define the parameter C∗L as the non-dimensional NO con-
centration at the point located adjacent to the endothelial cells at the exit of the
flow chamber i.e. C∗L = C
∗(L∗, 0).
It can be shown that for cases where k∗ > 0, the NO concentration at the endothelial
surface asymptotes to a constant value C∗k at some finite distance (i.e C
∗(x∗, 0)→
C∗k for some finite x
∗). However this distance may be greater or lesser than the
length of the flow chamber. Note that for the given device studied here, the CBL is
not fully developed within length of the chamber and therefore C∗L 6= C∗k .
To the author’s knowledge there are no published analytic solutions to the convection-
diffusion-reaction equation with the boundary conditions considered in this study.
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David et al. [32] proposed a similarity solution for ATP endothelial concentration
under similar conditions as the model described here. However, this analytic solu-
tion does not consider reaction with the medium, and therefore is not applicable to
this study. Another related analytic approach is given in [109] by Probstein et al.,
where a constant wall concentration is considered.
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between endothelial NO con-
centration and WSS. Fig. 3.4 reproduces a plot of R∗NO and C
∗
L against Pe for a
given point within the parameter space (W ∗o = 10
−3, γ = 10 and β∗ = 0). It can
be observed that C∗L depends on Pe in a non-monotonic fashion (solid line), despite
























Figure 3.4: Plot of C∗L and R
∗
NO against Pe for given endothelial response
(W∗o = 10
−3, γ = 10 and β∗ = 0).
An increase in Pe, which physically can be achieved through an increase in the flow
velocity and thereby increasing the WSS, is associated with two different phenomena:
1) Increased NO production R∗NO at the endothelium until it reaches a saturated
level (dashed line), and 2) An increase in the product Pe ~v∗ (referred to as the local
Peclet number, which can be interpreted as a local scaled convective velocity when
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all other quantities are fixed).
These two phenomena have opposite effects on endothelial NO concentration: an
enhanced R∗NO results in an increase in the endothelial NO concentration C
∗
L, while
an increase in the local Peclet number leads to a decrease in C∗L, as NO is convected
out of the chamber at a faster rate.
Whether C∗L increases or decreases with Pe is determined by the balance between
the two phenomena which are associated with an increase in Pe. Cases where the
enhancement of R∗NO outweighs the increase in the scaled convective velocity result
in an increase in C∗L (points A→ B). However, cases where the increased convective
velocity is larger than the increased R∗NO lead to a decrease in C
∗
L (points C → D).
Note that for the case illustrated in Fig. 3.4 the balance between both phenomena
(increased R∗NO and increased Pe ~v
∗) varies as Pe rises, leading to the non-monotonic
relationship between Pe and C∗L shown by the solid line.
Once the maximum R∗NO has been reached (point D-D’), R
∗
NO remains constant
and the only effect of an increase in Pe on NO concentration field is an increase in
non-dimensional scaled convective velocity. Therefore, once the NO production rate
is saturated, C∗L monotonically decreases with Pe.
It is clear from the previous discussion that the relationship between C∗L and Pe
strongly depends on the specific form of the endothelial response (in terms of NO
production) to Pe. Figures 3.2 and 3.5 reproduce plots of R∗NO and C
∗
L against Pe
for different endothelial responses (characterised by the parameter W ∗o ).
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Figure 3.5: Plots of C∗L against Pe for different values of W
∗
o with fixed
γ = 10 and β∗ = 0.
It can be seen that C∗L depends on Pe in a non-trivial fashion. In the limiting
cases W ∗o = 0 (dashed line) and W
∗
o → ∞ (dash-dotted line), R∗NO is constant
and independent of Pe within the studied parameter ranges. Therefore, the only
effect of increasing Pe is to increase the scaled NO convective velocity. In these
cases, for a given NO production rate, C∗L is proportional to Pe
−1, and therefore
C∗L monotonically decreases with Pe. Since experimental data strongly suggest a
dependence of NO production rate on Pe, these cases may not be physiologically
relevant, although they are conceptually important.
In the remaining cases (W ∗o 6= 0), an increase in Pe is associated with two dif-
ferent phenomena (as previously discussed): 1) Increased NO production at the
endothelium and 2) Increased non-dimensional scaled convective velocity (Pe ~v∗).
Depending on the form of the endothelial response to Pe, the balance between these
two phenomena may vary as Pe rises, resulting in a non-monotonic dependence of
C∗L on Pe, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3.5. Note that for physiological
realistic endothelial responses, an initial decrease of endothelial NO concentration
should be expected as Pe rises.
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Once the maximum non-dimensional NO production rate has been reached (R∗NO = 1),
R∗NO remains constant and the NO concentration field is exclusively regulated by
convection. Therefore, the value of C∗L tends towards the solution that is obtained
when W ∗o →∞.
Influence of γ
The dependence of C∗L on the parameter γ was also investigated. It was found that
although γ had a significant quantitative impact on the results, it did not affect
the NO distribution structure within the flow chamber. Cases where γ was modified
were associated with a vertical expansion/stretching of the curves C∗L = f(Pe) (data
not shown).
3.3.3 Negative feedback mechanism
This section analyses the effect of a negative feedback mechanism on the non-
dimensional NO concentration C∗. Fig. 3.6 compares the endothelial NO distri-
bution C∗(x∗, 0) within the flow chamber for cases where the feedback mechanism is



















Figure 3.6: Plot of C∗(x∗, 0) for cases where β∗ = 0 (dashed line) and
β∗ = 1 (solid line), with a fixed value of the parameter space
(Pe = 1200, W ∗o = 2.5 · 10−3 and γ = 10).
It can be observed that the negative feedback mechanism modifies the growth rate
of the NO CBL. Discrepancies in the thickness of such a CBL between both cases
(β∗ = 0 and β∗ 6= 0) are maximum towards the exit of the chamber. Such
discrepancies become more significant as the parameter β∗ rises (data not shown).
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Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between C∗L and Pe for cases where β
∗ = 1. A
decrease in C∗L c.f. cases where β
∗ = 0 (grey dash and dash-dot lines) can be
observed. The existence of a negative feedback mechanism leads to a decreased
NO production rate, resulting in a decrease in the overall NO concentration within
















Figure 3.7: Plots of C∗L against Pe for different values of W
∗
o with fixed with
fixed γ = 10 and β∗ = 1.
3.3.4 Dimensional results
Despite the great number of experimental studies, endothelial NO production rate
estimations in the literature vary over several order of magnitudes [23]. Furthermore,
neither the sensitivity of the endothelial response to WSS nor the maximum increase
of NO production rate with WSS have been experimentally determined.
Given the lack of consistent experimental data, the results presented in this section
should be cautiously interpreted. The dimensional NO concentration results have
been obtained under the following assumptions:
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• The maximum NO production rate is assumed to be RNOMAX = 8.33 · 10−4µM
cm s−1. This value is within the range of NO production estimations in




) that is consistent with previous computational studies [144].
• The maximum NO production rate is assumed to be 11-fold higher than the
basal NO production rate (i.e. γ = 10).
• Different endothelial responses to WSS (characterised by the parameter W ∗o )
are analysed.
Figure 3.8 reproduce plots of endothelial NO concentration at the exit of the flow
chamber (CL) against WSS for different endothelial responses (characterised by the


















Figure 3.8: Plots of CL (nM) against WSS (dynes cm
−2) for different values
of W ∗o with fixed with fixed γ = 10 and β
∗ = 0.
Under the aforementioned assumptions, NO concentration at the endothelial surface
is of the order of nM (CL ∈ [0-250]nM). These results are in good agreement with
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the results from Fadel et al. [40]. However, such study differs from ours in many
fundamental points: (Note that most discrepancies between both models are due to
the large variations in reported experimental data)
• The reaction rate considered in this study is larger than the one used in [40].
• The maximum NO production rate considered here is significantly larger than
the one used in [40].
• In this study the maximum NO production rate is assumed to be 11-fold higher
than the basal NO production rate, while Fadel et al. consider larger increases
in NO production (up to 20-fold).
• The height of the flow chamber considered here is approximately half of the
one modelled in [40].
Given the large differences between both models, the good agreement between the
results presented here and in [40] should be carefully interpreted, as it may lead
to misleading conclusions. Further experimental characterisation of endothelial NO
production and its relationship with WSS is necessary in order to accurately predict
NO concentration.
3.4 Discussion
In this study NO distribution within a commonly-used commercial flow chamber
[155] is investigated. The results obtained here are hence specific to the geometry
of the flow chamber studied. However, it is expected that similar results will be
observed for other flow chamber geometries. Therefore, the following discussion is
likely to be applicable to a wide range of commercial flow chambers.
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3.4.1 Nitric oxide concentration boundary layer
It is found that a NO concentration boundary layer (CBL) develops within the flow
chamber. The thickness of such a CBL asymptotes to a constant value at some finite
distance, which may be greater or lesser than the length of the chamber.
The formation of an NO CBL has important implications for associated experimental
studies. In cases where the CBL is not fully developed (such as those investigated
here), special attention should be paid to the spatial resolution of NO measurement
techniques [97] used in the experiments, as there may be significant spatial variations
in NO concentration within the flow chambers.
NO is known to trigger a number of endothelial responses, such as the activation
of various transcription factors. Spatial variations in NO concentration within the
chamber may therefore also lead to spatially heterogeneous biological responses. If
such spatial variations in the endothelial response are neglected and local measure-
ments are extrapolated to the whole chamber, the resulting conclusions may not be
accurate.
Furthermore, the existence of a NO CBL could potentially be used to decouple mass
transfer effects from fluid-dynamics effects in experiments. The formation of a NO
CLB leads to substantial differences between the entrance and the exit of the flow
chamber:
• Entrance of the flow chamber. The effect of mass transfer related phenom-
ena (such as the negative feedback mechanism on NO production) is minimum
in this area and can be neglected. Cells located at the beginning of the cell
monolayer are only affected by fluid-dynamic phenomena. Therefore, a precise
characterisation of such fluid related effects (such as activation of NO produc-
tion by WSS) on endothelial responses may be possible by investigating cells
situated in this area.
• Exit of the flow chamber. Both fluid-dynamic and mass transfer related
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phenomena affect the endothelial cells located towards the end of the device,
allowing the study of the combined effect of both phenomena on the endothelial
response.
Note that the previous discussion is only applicable once the transient effects have
passed (since the onset of the flow can trigger a burst in NO production).
3.4.2 Nitric oxide concentration at the endothelium
Endothelial NO concentration has been extensively investigated for a wide range
of relationships between NO production and WSS. As WSS rises, so too does NO
production rate. However, an increase in WSS is also associated with an increase
in the velocity at which NO is convected out of the chamber. The balance between
enhanced NO production and increased convective velocity may vary as WSS rises,
resulting in a non-monotonic dependence of endothelial NO concentration on WSS.
These results are at variance with the conclusions from a previous study by Fadel et
al. [40]. Our conclusions differ from theirs in two ways: 1) Fadel et al. reported a
simpler biphasic relationship between endothelial NO concentration and WSS, with
no maximums in endothelial NO concentration and 2) this non-monotonic relation-
ship was found only in cases where a linear relationship between NO production and
WSS was considered.
The first discrepancy is clearly due to the fact that endothelial NO production does
not indefinitely increase with WSS. Instead, it reaches a saturated production rate
for a given value of WSS, as in vivo evidence [25] suggests. Once the saturated pro-
duction level has been reached, NO concentration at the endothelial surface decreases
with increasing WSS, leading to a maximum in the endothelial NO concentration
that has not been previously reported.
Regarding the second point of disagreement, a non-monotonic relationship between
endothelial NO concentration and WSS is found in this study (in which a non-linear
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relationship between NO production and WSS is considered). Based on the results
presented, we hypothesise that the initial non-monotonic behaviour (before reaching
the saturated level) depends on the sensitivity of the endothelial response to WSS
rather than its linearity.
Figures 3.2 and 3.5 show that for physiological realistic endothelial responses, an
initial decrease of endothelial NO concentration should be expected as WSS rises.
Therefore, results from experimental studies [158, 110] using measurement tech-
niques that cannot register decreases in NO concentration (such as NO detection by
diaminofluoresceins (DAF) [98]) should be carefully interpreted.
3.4.3 Effect of convection on NO concentration
It has already been stated that an increase in WSS is associated with an increase
in NO convective velocity. However it is important to note that such an increase in
NO convective velocity does not necessary imply an increase in NO bulk convection
out of the chamber, since the NO concentration distribution also varies with WSS.
In steady state, the NO convected out of the chamber balances NO produced by the
endothelial cells (since NO transported out of the chamber by diffusion is negligible).
Therefore, the increase in NO bulk convection with Pe is caused by the increase in
NO production with Pe, and not by the increase in Pe per se.
The effect of convection on NO concentration has been misinterpreted in previous
studies. Variations in NO concentration with WSS are not due to an imbalance
between increased NO production and increased NO convection out of the chamber,
as suggested in [40] . The NO concentration distribution changes with WSS to ensure
a balance between NO production at the endothelial cells and NO bulk convection
out of the chamber.
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3.4.4 Negative feedback mechanism
The effect of a negative feedback mechanism has been assessed. Such a mechanism
leads to a decrease in NO production rate proportional to the NO concentration
at the endothelium. Since NO concentration is not constant along the chamber,
NO production rate also varies spatially within the device. This mechanism acts to
autoregulate endothelial NO concentration, resulting in a more uniform NO distri-
bution within the chamber.
To the author’s knowledge, the magnitude and time-scale of the feedback mechanism
that affects endothelial NO production has not been experimentally characterised.
As described in the Methods section, diverse reactions (with characteristic times
between seconds [23] and hours [55]) may be responsible for the existence of such a
feedback mechanism.
In this study it is observed that the effect of this mechanism on endothelial NO
concentration is not spatially homogeneous within the chamber (Fig. 3.6): such an
effect is minimum at the beginning of the cell monolayer and maximum towards
the exit of the flow chamber. Therefore, experiments studying NO concentration
variations with time in the exit region could potentially help elucidate the nature of
the negative feedback mechanism.
3.4.5 Experimental studies
Further experimental work is encouraged in order to determine the relationship
between endothelial NO production and WSS and hence the parameters of the model
presented in this study.
The following experimental aspects should be considered: 1)ramped flow profiles
should be used in order to minimise the effect of transient endothelial responses [46],
2)given the formation of a NO CBL, the measurement technique used should provide
information of NO concentration in different locations along the flow chamber. (This
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can be achieved by using various sensors along the chamber or NO detention by
diaminofluoresceins, for example) and 3) NO concentration at a given location within
the chamber should be studied over time to ensure that the steady state is reached.
3.5 Summary
The distribution of NO within a flow chamber seeded with endothelial cells has
been investigated numerically. It is found that a NO concentration boundary layer
develops within the chamber, leading to substantial spatial variations in NO con-
centration along the length of the chamber. The structure of such a boundary layer
depends strongly on the relationship between NO production at the endothelium
and WSS. However, this relationship remains quantitatively uncharacterised. The
results presented in this study provide renewed motivation for further experimental
work.
Special attention is paid to the relationship between endothelial NO concentration
and WSS. An increase in WSS is associated with two different phenomena: increased
NO production by the endothelial cells, and an increase in the velocity at which
NO is convected out of the chamber. These two phenomena have opposite effects
on NO concentration. In physiologically realistic cases, the balance between both
phenomena is found to vary as WSS rises, resulting in a complex non-monotonic
dependence of endothelial NO concentration on WSS. These results illustrate the key
role of convective transport on NO distribution, and suggest that models exclusively
considering diffusive transport may not accurately predict NO concentration.
Finally, the influence of a negative feedback mechanism on NO production is also
investigated. This mechanism leads to a decrease of the NO production rate pro-
portional to endothelial NO concentration, acting to autoregulate NO concentration
within the chamber. Additional experimental work is encouraged in order to de-
termine the magnitude of this mechanism. It is hoped that this study provides a
theoretical framework to aid accurate interpretation of related experimental studies.
Chapter 4
Blood Flow in the Rabbit Aorta
This chapter presents a computational study of blood flow within a realistic rep-
resentation of the rabbit aorta and its branches. Various flow features and various
flow metrics (such as wall shear stress (WSS)) are analysed, along with their pos-
sible relevance to the spatially varying onset of atherosclerosis. This study aims
to contribute to an enhanced understanding of blood flow dynamics and hence the
flow-dependent mechanisms that trigger atherogenesis. Further, the computed flow
field (along with the model of endothelial nitric oxide (NO) production proposed in
Chapter 3) is used in Chapter 5 in order to investigate vascular NO transport within
the same computational representation of the rabbit aorta.
4.1 Introduction
Atherosclerosis is known to occur in a spatially non-uniform fashion within the
arterial system, with plaques preferentially developing in areas of high curvature
and arterial branching. The current understanding of the disease postulates that
atherogenesis may be driven by flow-dependent mechanisms. In particular, the
patchy nature of the disease is thought to reflect spatial variation in the stresses
exerted on the arterial wall by the flow of blood.
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A great number of computational studies have attempted to correlate areas of disease
prevalence in the vasculature with various flow metrics such as WSS [106, 107,
58]. However the computational geometry used in these studies often lack detail
and accuracy. Flow metrics (in particular WSS [95]) have been shown to depend
strongly on subject-specific geometrical features. Therefore, generating a detailed
and faithful computational definition of the vascular geometry is necessary in order
to accurately model blood flow within the arterial system.
Only a few computational studies have investigated blood flow in physiologically
realistic representations of the arterial tree in mice [138, 42] and humans [83, 127].
(for further details refer to section 1.5 and [140]). To the authors knowledge, no
previous studies have modelled blood flow in a realistic representation of the rabbit
thoracic aorta and its branches. In the present study, the arterial geometry was
obtained from high resolution CT scan data of a vascular corrosion cast of a male
New Zealand White rabbit. The computational domain comprises the ascending
aorta, aortic arch and proximal descending thoracic aorta. In terms of combined
detail and extent, the computational geometry in this study represents a significant
advance from previous studies.
4.1.1 Limitations of the model
In the present study several aspects of the rabbit haemodynamics are simplified.
In particular blood is assumed to be a Newtonian fluid, blood flow dynamics are
assumed to be quasi-steady, and the arterial wall is assumed to be rigid and station-
ary.
However, despite these limitations, the model provides insight into the underlying
(and likely dominant) fluid dynamics within the rabbit aorta. Future studies should
attempt to overcome the present limitations, and hence to include more complex
physics such as pulsatile flow and compliant walls.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Reconstruction of the vascular geometry
4.2.1.1 Obtaining the vascular corrosion cast
The vascular corrosion cast was made by Mr. Anthony Hunt (Department of Bioen-
gineering, Imperial College London). All experimental protocols were approved by
Imperial Colleges Ethical Review Process Committee, in accordance with the UK
Animals Act 1986.
A male New Zealand White rabbit aged 18 months and weighing 3.25 kg was ad-
ministered heparin (2000 USP units, iv) and subsequently was euthanised with an
intravenous overdose of sodium pentobarbitone (Euthatal, 160 mg/kg). A cannula
was placed and secured into the cardiac left ventricle, via which physiological saline
was then infused to flush through the arterial system.
The casting procedure was performed in accordance with the manufactures Tech-
nical Data Sheet 105 (Polysciences, Inc). The casting material (Batsons No 17, Poly-
sciences, Inc.) was injected at a pressure of 95-100 mmHg until the resin hardened
and no more resin could be infused (70 ml casting material was injected). Through-
out the injection process the rabbit chest and abdominal cavities were cooled with
water. The casting resin was allowed to set overnight. The following morning the
specimen was entirely submerged in a potassium hydroxide corrosion bath (approx-
imately 30% w/v). After two weeks the corrosive solution was renewed, and cor-
rosion was allowed for further 24 hours. The second potassium hydroxide solution
was then replaced by a solution of DECON detergent for another 24 hours. Finally
the vascular cast was rinsed gently with warm water to remove tissue remnants, and
then air dried. The resulting vascular cast is shown in Fig. 4.1.




Figure 4.1: Images of the vascular corrosion cast showing: (a) the entire
resin cast prepared for the CT scanner (the anterior and pos-
terior legs have been removed, as well as the head and the kid-
neys), (b) the aortic arch and emanating branches and (c) an
enlargement of a quadfurcation of the left subclavian artery.
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4.2.1.2 Scanning the vascular corrosion cast
The vascular corrosion cast was scanned by Dr. Richie Abel and Dr. Stig Walsh at
the Natural History Museum (London, UK), using a Metris X-Tek HMX-ST micro-
CT with a voxel size of 55.2 µM. Approximately 2000 DICOM images (9.2 GB) were
obtained. There are over 100 voxels across the 6mm diameter of the aortic root.
4.2.1.3 Obtaining a surface definition
The protocol detailed in this section for the reconstruction of vascular geometries
from CT scan data sets was designed by Dr. Peter Vincent (Department of Aero-
nautics, Imperial College London).
An intensity isosurface was segmented from the micro-CT scan data using Amira
(Visage Imaging, Inc.). Further processing was carried out using the open-source
software VMTK (www.vmtk.org). Firstly the surface was cropped in order to remove
unwanted arteries and bound the computational domain. Further, flow extensions
were extruded from each outflow vessel. Such extensions allow the imposition of
boundary conditions sufficiently far from the domain of interest. Finally, the surface
was smoothed to remove any artefacts introduced during the scan and segmentation
process. The smoothing procedure was limited such that small-scale geometrical
features were preserved.
The final surface comprises the ascending aorta, aortic arch and proximal descending
thoracic aorta. Vessels emanating from the aortic arch (followed to at least their
second branching generation) and five pairs of intercostal arteries are also included.
In terms of combined detail and extent, the geometry represents a significant advance
over previous studies. Figure 4.2 shows images of the surface definition subsequently
used to create the computational mesh.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.2: The reconstructed aortic geometry (including flow extensions)
viewed right-left (a), dorsal-ventral (b), left-right (c), ventral-
dorsal (d), posterior-anterior (e) and anterior-posterior (f).
Note that vessels emanating from the aortic arch (followed to
at least their second branching generation) and five pairs of in-
tercostal arteries are included.
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4.2.2 Obtaining a volume mesh
An initial surface triangulation was constructed with Gambit 2.4.6 (ANSYS, Inc).
The size of the elements was based on the curvature of the surface definition, such
that smaller elements were position in areas of greater curvature. The volume mesh
was generated with Tgrid 4.0.24 (ANSYS, Inc). A prismatic boundary layer of
variable thickness (based on the curvature) was defined first. An interior mesh of
linear tetrahedral elements was then generated. Subsequently, the external faces of
the prismatic boundary elements were curved using SPHERIGON patches [147] as
described in Chapter 2. The resulting volume mesh shown in Figure 4.3 contains
25,498 prismatic and 79,847 tetrahedral elements (thus 105,345 elements in total).





Figure 4.3: Images of the high-order curved volume mesh showing the whole
computational mesh (a), an enlargement of the mesh at the
quadfurcation of the left subclavian artery (b), an axial section
of the descending aorta (c) and four intercostal arteries (d). The
computational mesh contains 105,345 conforming prismatic and
linear tetrahedral elements. Note that smaller elements have
been positioned in regions of high curvature.
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4.2.3 Blood flow model
Blood flow was investigated in the representation of the rabbit aorta presented in
section 4.2.2. The following general assumptions were made:
• Blood was assumed to be an Newtonian fluid.
• Blood flow dynamics were assumed to be quasi-steady. A Womersley number











where D0 is the hydraulic diameter of the aortic root inflow plane, ω is the
cardiac cycle frequency, ρ is the blood density and µ is the blood dynamic
viscosity. For the case considered in this study, the Womersley number is es-
timated to be α ≈ 7, corresponding to a cardiac cycle frequency of 180bpm [7].
Therefore the inertial and viscous forces are of the same order of magnitude,
and hence the effect of pulsatility on blood flow should be investigated further.
• The arterial wall was assumed to be rigid and stationary.
• The velocity profile at the inflow plane was assumed to be uniform.
• It was assumed that the flow split ratios between the aorta and its branches
were dictated by Murray’s Law [94], except where experimental measurements
were available.
4.2.3.1 Governing equation
In line with the previous assumptions, blood flow was modelled using the steady-
state incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian flow. Thus
∇ · u = 0, (4.1)
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and
ρu · ∇u = −∇p+ µ∇2u, (4.2)
where u represents the velocity vector and p denotes the pressure field.
4.2.3.2 Boundary conditions
Inflow boundary condition
The velocity profile at the aortic root was assumed to be uniform and perpendicular
to the inflow plane.
Outflow boundary conditions
Vessels emanating from the aortic arch
Based on in-vivo measurements [9], the flow entering the innominate and the left
subclavian artery were specified to be 14.7% and 7.1% of the inlet flow respect-
ively. The flow distribution in the branches emanating from these major vessels
(the innominate and the left subclavian artery) was prescribed in accordance with
Murray’s law [94].
Intercostal arteries
To the author’s knowledge the flow split ratios between the aorta and the intercostal
arteries have not been experimentally characterised. In this study it was estimated
that 2% of the thoracic aortic flow (corresponding to 1.564% of aortic root flow)
enters the first 5 pairs of intercostal arteries. Such estimation lies within the range
investigated by Kazakidi et al. [68]. The flow rate at each intercostal artery was
calculated following Murray’s law.
Distal aortic outlet
A zero velocity gradient condition was imposed perpendicular to the outflow plane.
Wall boundary condition
A non-slip boundary condition was applied at the rigid wall.
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4.2.3.3 Parameters
Reynolds number





where U0 is the average inflow velocity magnitude at the aortic root. In this study
constant values of ρ = 1.044gcm−3 [71], µ = 4.043 x 10−2gcm−1s−1 [152] and D0 =
5.838 x 10−1cm (measured from the computational geometry) are assumed.
The numerical values for inflow velocity U0 were chosen based on the in-vivo exper-
imental study of Avolio et al. [7]. This study measured the average flow rate in the
ascending aorta in the rabbit to be 3.3mls−1. Flow measurements were performed
using a 5mm diameter electromagnetic transducer, causing “minimal constriction”
of the vessel. Considering that the wall thickness is 7% of the vessel diameter [21],
it can be assumed that the internal aortic root diameter was 4.3mm on average in
the experiments of Avolio et al., leading to an average inflow area of ∼ 15mm2. This
average inflow area, along with the averaged measured inflow rate of 3.3mls−1, cor-
responds to an average inflow velocity of 22cms−1. The average peak inflow velocity
in the rabbit was also measured by Avolio et al. to be 92.7cms−1.
In the present study blood flow was computed for three Reynolds numbers (Re = 50,
Re = 300 and Re = 1300) corresponding to a low (U0 = 3.32cms
−1), average
(U0 = 19.9cms
−1) and peak (U0 = 86.2cms−1) inflow aortic velocity respectively.
Note that the numerical values for the average and peak inflow velocities are ap-
proximated, in order to yield round Reynolds numbers, and that the low inflow
velocity is arbitrary.
Table 4.1 summarises the constant parameters of the model, and Table 4.2 shows
the choice for the inflow velocity values and shows the associated Reynolds numbers.
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Symbol Value, Units Description, Reference
ρ 1.044 gcm−3 Density of blood in rabbits [71]
µ 0.04043 gcm−1 s−1 Dynamic viscosity of blood in rabbits [152]
D0 0.5838 cm Aortic root diameter
Table 4.1: Description of the constant parameters used in the blood flow
simulations within the rabbit aorta
Re U0 Description Experimental value
50 3.32 cms−1 Low aortic inflow velocity – (arbitrary)
300 19.9 cms−1 Average aortic inflow velocity 22 cms−1 [7]
1300 86.2 cms−1 Peak aortic inflow velocity 92.7 cms−1 [7]
Table 4.2: Description of the inflow aortic velocities used in the blood flow
simulations within the rabbit aorta
Dean number
The influence of the aortic curvature on blood flow can be characterised by the Dean








where Rc is the radius of curvature of the aortic arch. For the arterial geometry
considered in this study Rc ≈ D0 and thus De ≈ 0.707Re. Therefore the three
Reynolds numbers investigated (Re = 50, Re = 300 and Re = 1300) correspond to
Dean numbers of De = 35, De = 210 and De = 920 respectively.
4.2.4 Numerical method
Blood flow was calculated using the in-house spectral/hp element method solver
Nκταr [129] as described in Chapter 2. An expansion basis of 5th order was used
to represent the solution within each element. Such an expansion corresponds to
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504 and 224 degrees of freedom per prismatic and tetrahedral element respectively,
leading to ∼ 3.07 x 107 degrees of freedom in total.
Convergence was verified by performing simulations with Re = 300 using 3rd, 5th
and 7th order expansions, corresponding to ∼ 1.05 x 107, ∼ 3.07 x 107 and ∼ 6.77 x
107 total degrees of freedom respectively. It was found that the total force varied by
0.019% when going from the 3rd to the 5th order expansions; and 0.004% when going
from the 5th to the 7th order expansions. Thus, it was assumed that the solution
had converged when using a 5th order expansion.
4.3 Results
This section presents an analysis of the computed blood flow within the aortic arch
(section 4.3.1), the descending thoracic aorta (section 4.3.2) and the intercostal
arteries (section 4.3.3). Blood flow in the vessels emanating from the aortic arch
will be investigated in future studies.
Results are presented for the three Reynolds number (Re = 50, Re = 300 and
Re = 1300). Various flow features and flow metrics are analysed. Coherent vor-
tical structures are characterised via computation of the metric λ2. This metric is
widely used and has been shown to accurately identify vortex cores for low Reyn-
olds numbers, unlike minimum-pressure criteria (for further details see [61]). The
blood streamlines are computed following the approach proposed by Coppola et
al. [28]. The distributions of various flow metrics (such as WSS) are discussed,
along with their possible relevance to the spatially varying onset of atherosclerosis.
In particular, the computed WSS distribution is compared with lesions patterns
when experimental data were available. The results of this computational study are
discussed within the context of previous studies.
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4.3.1 Blood flow in the aortic arch
Figure 4.4 shows blood flow streamlines and coherent vortical structures within the
aortic arch for the average inflow velocity (Re = 300). It can be observed that
the blunt inflow profile rapidly evolves into a highly complex flow. The aortic arch
curvature induces a centripetal acceleration (translated to a radial pressure gradient)
towards the inner wall. Such a radial pressure gradient leads to the formation of two
Dean-type vortices [34] and hence the establishment of secondary flow. These Dean
vortices are found to be unequal in strength, inducing asymmetrical flow patterns.
The axial velocity is affected by both the secondary motion and the centripetal
acceleration caused by the aortic curvature. Further, other geometrical features
such as the aortic torsion and tapering act to further increase the complexity of
blood flow, leading to highly heterogeneous flow patterns within the aortic arch.
Blood flow is found to depend significantly on Re, as shown in Fig. 4.5. In partic-
ular, an increase in Re is associate with increased vortical strength and therefore
enhanced secondary flow. Such blood flow variations with Re are reflected in the
spatial WSS distribution, as subsequently discussed.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.4: Blood flow streamlines in the aortic arch for Re = 300 viewed
ventral-dorsal (a) and posterior-anterior (c). Vortical structures
characterised by a λ2 isosurface (λ2 = −0.5) also viewed ventral-
dorsal (b) and posterior anterior (d).




Figure 4.5: Blood flow streamlines viewed posterior-anterior for Re = 50
(a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300 (c).
Wall Shear Stress in the aortic arch
The computed WSS distributions exhibit significant spatial heterogeneity. The WSS
in the ascending aorta, especially upstream of the entrance of the innominate artery,
was found to be low (however, it should be noted that the computed WSS distri-
bution in this vascular region may be affected by the simplified inflow boundary
condition). The WSS distribution in the outer curvature of the aortic arch exhib-
ited great heterogeneity, with areas of significant low WSS (e.g. upstream of the
entrance the major branch vessels) and areas of high WSS (e.g. downstream of
the entrance of the innominate artery and flow dividers). On the other hand, WSS
distribution in the inner curvature was found to be qualitatively lower and spatially
more homogeneous.
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In the three cases considered, an unexpected WSS pattern is observed in the inner
wall of the proximal descending aorta. Such deviation in the WSS distribution is
produced by a cusp at the attachment site of the ligamentum arteriosum. This result
highlights the accuracy of the surface definition, showing that small-scale features
have been preserved. Note that the variation in WSS due to the cusp are of the
same order of magnitude as flow-induced variations.
The WSS distribution was found to depend significantly on Re. Increasing Re
increases the strength of the vortical structures that develop in the arch, leading
to increasing relative differences between areas of low and high WSS. For lower Re
(Re = 50), the vortical structures that form in the arch are weak, resulting in a
relatively homogeneous WSS distribution. However, for large Re (Re = 300 and
Re = 1300) a greater spatial heterogeneity of the WSS distribution is observed, due
to a stronger secondary flow.
Discussion
It is often assumed in the literature that the inner curvature of the aortic arch is
exposed to low WSS, while the outer curvature exhibits high WSS levels [126, 76].
The results presented in this section suggest that such an accepted hypothesis may
be too simplistic. Blood flow within the aortic arch was found to be highly complex.
In particular, the formation of two vortices of unequal strength in the aortic arch
leads to complex asymmetric flow and WSS patterns.
The cusp due to the ligamentum arteriosum causes a deviation in WSS comparable
to that produced by blood flow features. This result emphasises the role of vascular
geometry on WSS distribution and highlights the need to obtain detailed and faithful
computational geometries in order to accurately model blood flow.
In terms of pathological relevance, regions of low WSS in the proposed model qual-
itatively correlate with the sites of disease prevalence described by Farthing [41].
To the author’s knowledge, no other previous studies have investigated the lesions
distribution within the rabbit aortic arch in mature rabbits.
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The described WSS patterns are in good agreement with those computed by Ethier
et al. [95] and Shahcheraghi et al. [127] for the mouse and human aortas respect-
ively. Such studies also reported a great heterogeneity in WSS distribution in the
aortic arch. They found low WSS levels in the inner curvature region, and high
WSS levels at flow dividers and certain locations within the outer curvature region.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.6: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) at the aortic arch viewed
ventral-dorsal for Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300 (c).




Figure 4.7: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) at the aortic arch viewed
posterior-anterior for Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300
(c).
4.3.2 Blood flow in proximal descending thoracic aorta
Figures 4.8 - 4.10 illustrates the complexity of blood flow in the proximal descending
thoracic aorta. The two Dean vortices generated in the aortic arch propagate along
the vessel. It can be observed that the strength of the vortices decreases streamwise
as does the secondary motion induced by the aortic curvature (Fig. 4.8). For large
enough Reynolds numbers (e.g. Re = 300 and Re = 1300) the axial velocity is skewed
to one side and rotates about the streamwise axis, describing a helical trajectory
(Fig. 4.9).
The configuration of vortices in the descending aorta is found to highly depend on
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Re. The strength and asymmetry of the Dean vortices increases with Re, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.10. Further, for large Re it is found that the centrifugal forces
associated with the aortic curvature are sufficient to induce the formation of sec-
ondary vortices in the vicinity of the arterial wall [133]. These secondary vortices
interact with the primary Dean vortices leading to complex internal vortical config-
urations (Fig. 4.8(c)).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Colour maps of blood vorticity (s−1) perpendicular to four
planes within the descending aorta viewed ventral-dorsal for
Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300 (c).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Colour maps of blood flow velocity (cms−1) perpendicular to
four planes within the descending aorta viewed ventral-dorsal
for Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300 (c).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: Streamlines of blood flow in the descending thoracic aorta
viewed posterior-anterior for Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and
Re = 1300 (c).
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Wall shear stress
The computed WSS distribution is shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. In the latter, WSS
distribution is shown in the computationally-unwrapped descending aorta (created
via a computational incision along the ventral aortic wall) and with the endothelial
surface facing upwards, in order to facilitate comparison of numerical and experi-
mental data.
The macroscale WSS in the descending aorta is largely influenced by the presence
of the Dean-type vortices. The skewness of the axial velocity (that is affected by
the vortices structure) causes streaks of low and high WSS. Such streaks rotate
streamwise following the rotation of the axial velocity.
The WSS distribution in the descending aorta depends significantly on Re. For a
given vascular geometry, the skewness of the axial velocity dictate the location of
the low and high WSS streaks, and hence the macroscale WSS distribution. In par-
ticular, an increase in Reynolds number is associate with enhanced swirling of the
blood flow, resulting in greater rotation of the axial velocity (and hence the WSS
streaks) about the streamwise axis.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.11: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) at the proximal descend-
ing thoracic aorta, viewed dorsal-ventral, when Re = 50 (a),
Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300 (c).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: En face three tone colour maps of non-dimesnional shear rate at the wall
of the descending thoracic aorta when Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300
(c). For the Re = 50 case blue denotes a non-dimensional shear rate < 11 and red
denotes a non-dimensional shear rate > 14. For the Re = 300 case blue denotes a
non-dimensional shear rate < 11 and red denotes a non-dimensional shear rate >
17. For the Re = 1300 case blue denotes a non-dimensional shear rate < 13 and
red denotes a non-dimensional shear rate > 26. In all cases the descending aorta
was unwrapped via a ‘computational incision’ along the ventral aortic wall, and the
color maps are presented with the ‘endothelial’ surface facing upwards. Note that a
dimensional wall shear stress can be recovered from the non-dimensional shear rate
at the wall via Eq. *.
17
Figure 4.12: En face thr e tone colour maps of WSS in the descending aorta
w en Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (b) and Re = 1300 (c). For the
Re = 50 case blue denotes a WSS < 2.5 dynes cm−2 and red
denotes a WSS > 3.2 dynes cm−2. For the Re = 300 case blue
colour denotes a WSS < 15.2 dynes cm−2 and red denotes a
WSS > 23.4 dynes cm−2. For the Re = 1300 case blue denotes
a WSS < 77.6 dynes cm−2 and red denotes a WSS > 155.0
dynes cm−2. In all cases the descending aorta was unwrapped
via a computational incision along the ventral aortic wall. The
colour maps are presented with the endothelial surface facing
upwards. Flow direction is from top to bottom is all images.
Discussion
The distribution of atherosclerotic lesions in the descending aorta has been extens-
ively investigated for the rabbit [11, 10]. Several experimental studies have reported
the presence of streaked lesion patterns in the proximal thoracic aorta in mature
rabbits, as shown in Fig. 4.13. Further, enhanced wall permeability in the rabbit
thoracic aorta has been reported to “occur in streaks largely oriented in the bulk
flow direction” [10]. In this study the computed WSS was also found to exhibit a
streaked distribution. This result certainly suggests that blood flow –in particular
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WSS– plays a significant role in regulating the onset of the disease. However, draw-
ing further conclusions (such as establishing a direct correlation between the streak
of low WSS and the disease) is not yet possible, given the disease pattern variability
across specimens (Fig. 4.13) and the lack of lesion data for the rabbit studied.
We hypothesise that the marked heterogeneity in the location of the streaked lesions
across specimens may be partially driven by subject-specific geometrical features.
In particular, the aortic torsion [157] and tapering may have a significant influence
on the secondary motion (hence on the WSS distribution) in the descending aorta.
Further computational work is needed in order to assess such the effect of geometrical
features on blood flow.
To the author’s knowledge only two previous studies have modelled blood flow within
the descending aorta in the mouse [58] and the human [83], although no thorough
analysis was provided by [58]. In [83] blood flow was also found to follow a helical
trajectory within the proximal descending human aorta, leading to a streaked WSS
distribution similar to that reported in this study.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 11: En face views of sections from the descending aorta of mature cholesterol
fed New Zealand White rabbits stained with oil red O dye to identify fatty streaks
(early stage atherosclerotic lesions). In all cases the descending aorta was unwrapped
via a incision along the ventral aortic wall, and the sections are shown with the
endothelial surface facing upwards. Images (a) and (b) are from the same aorta.
The most proximal section is shown in (a); containing the first and second pair of
intercostal branches. A more distal section is shown in (b); containing the fourth,
fifth, sixth and seventh pairs of intercostal branches. Images (c) and (d) are from
another aorta. The most proximal section is shown in (c); containing the first and
second pair of intercostal branches. A more distal section is shown in (d); containing
the fourth, fifth and sixth pairs of intercostal branches. Note that the third pair
of intercostal branches is missing from both data sets. Blood flow is from top to
bottom in all images. Unpublished data courtesy of *, obtained following an identical
proceedure to Weinberg et al. [?].
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Figure 4.13: En face view of sections from the descending aorta of mature
cholesterol-fed New Zealand White rabbits stained with oil red
O dye to id tify fatty stre ks (early stage at erosclerotic le-
sions). In all cases the descending aorta was unwrapped via
a incision along the ventral aortic wall, a d the sections are
shown with the endothelial surface facing upwards. Images (a)
and (b) are from the same aorta. The most proximal section in
show in (a); containing the first and sec nd p ir of intercostals
branches. A more distal section is shown in (b) containing the
fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh pair of intercostals branches.
Images (c) and (d) correspond to a different aorta. Image (c)
shows the first and the second pair of intercostal arteries while
image (d) shows the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh pairs. Note
that the third pair of intercostals branches is missing from both
data sets as they were used in a different study. Blood flow is
from top to bottom in all images. Unpublished data courtesy
of S. G. Cremers, S. J. Wolffram and P.D. Weinberg, obtained
following an identical procedure to Weinberg et al. [11].
4.3.3 Blood flow in the vicinity of the intercostal arteries
Figure 4.14 shows the computed WSS distribution in the vicinity of the intercostal
arteries. It can be observed that the macroscale WSS patterns within the descending
aorta are superimposed on local shear patterns produced by the blood flow entering
the intercostal arteries.
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Local WSS patterns are similar across intercostal arteries, with high WSS regions
upstream and downstream of the entrance of the arteries, and low WSS areas at
the sides and the lip. It can be noted that such local patterns do not exhibit a
significant dependence on Re, suggesting that local WSS distribution may be mainly
determined by the vascular geometry. On the other hand, the macroscale WSS that
the intercostal region is exposed to depends strongly on Re, as described in a previous
section. Therefore, WSS distribution surrounding the intercostal arteries is affected
by both, the vascular geometry (the branching configuration and the position of the
branch within the descending aorta) and the underlying macroscale flow field.
Discussion
A number of experimental studies have identified the vicinity of the intercostal arter-
ies entrance as a site of disease prevalence in immature rabbits [11]. Lesion patterns
surrounding the branches ostia are known to vary within a specimen (different in-
tercostal pairs exhibit different lesion distributions). This study shows that the
descending aorta is exposed to spatially-varying complex WSS distribution. Such
diverse range of WSS environments in which branch pairs reside may explain vari-
ation in disease between branch pairs. This result calls into question the accepted
experimental practise of averaging disease patterns over many branch pairs in order
to construct disease maps.
Previous computational studies have investigated blood flow entering the intercostals
branches using geometrically idealised models of the aorto-intercostal junction [68].
These studies assumed uniform flow conditions (generally Poiseuille flow) within
the descending aorta. Here it is shown that the intercostal arteries are exposed
to a complex non-uniform flow field instead, leading to substantial differences in
WSS across intercostal arteries. Therefore, the applicability of studies considering
idealised aortic flow conditions may be restricted to the study of local WSS features.




Figure 4.14: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) at the vicinity of the second
pair of intercostal arteries for Re = 50 (a), Re = 300 (d) and
Re = 1300 (g); at the third pair of intercostal arteries for
Re = 50 (b), Re = 300 (e) and Re = 1300 (h); and at the
fourth pair of intercostal arteries for Re = 50 (c), Re = 300
(f) and Re = 1300 (i). Images in each row corresponds to the
same Re, while images in each column correspond the same
branch pair.
4.4 Summary
Blood flow was numerically investigated within a realistic representation of the rab-
bit aorta. The vascular geometry was reconstructed from high resolution CT scan
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data of a vascular corrosion cast. In terms of combined detail and extent, the com-
putational geometry represents a significant advance c.f. previous studies.
The computed blood flow was highly complex. The curvature of the aortic arch was
found to induce the formation of two Dean-type vortices that propagated along the
descending aorta. Such vortices were unequal in strength, leading to asymmetric
flow features. Further, other geometrical features such as the aortic torsion and
tapering act to further increase the flow complexity. The computed WSS distri-
bution exhibited a marked spatial heterogeneity. This result suggest that widely
accepted hypotheses on vascular WSS distribution (such as that the inner aortic
arch is exposed to low WSS) may be too simplistic.
For physiologically realistic Reynolds numbers the axial velocity in the descending
aorta was found to be follow a helical trajectory, rotating about the streamwise axis.
This skewness of the axial velocity results in streaks of low and high WSS. Since
atherosclerosis lesions are also streaked in the descending aorta in mature rabbits,
the results of this study certainly support the hypothesis that flow (in particular
WSS) mediates the onset of the disease.
It is also found that the local WSS patterns around the intercostal arteries produced
by the blood flow entering the vessels are superimposed on the streaked macroscale
WSS distribution within the descending aorta. Such diverse range of WSS environ-
ment in which pairs reside may explain variation in disease between branch pairs.
This result calls into question the accepted experimental practise of averaging dis-
ease patterns over many branch pairs in order to construct disease maps.
The results of this study emphasises the importance of geometrical accuracy when
computing vascular WSS distribution. In particular it is showed that small-scale
features, such as the cusp at the attachment site of the ligamentum arteriosum, cause
deviations in the WSS of the same order of magnitude as flow-induced variations.
Further, the vascular geometry (in particular the aortic torsion and tapering) may
play a significant role in the formation and propagation of Dean vortices, and hence
in determining the localisation of the WSS streaks. Therefore further computational
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work is encouraged in order to assess the effect of diverse geometrical features on
blood flow. Finally, future studies should aim to overcome the present limitations of
the model, and include more complex physics such as pulsatile flow and compliant
walls.
Chapter 5
Nitric Oxide Transport in the
Rabbit Aorta
This chapter presents a computational study of NO production and transport within
the rabbit aorta and its branches. Vascular NO concentration is calculated using
the mathematical model of endothelial NO production proposed in Chapter 3, along
with the blood flow field computed in Chapter 4. Endothelial NO distribution is
investigated in detail, along with its possible relevance to the spatially heterogeneous
distribution of atherosclerotic plaques.
5.1 Introduction
Reduced bioavailability of Nitric Oxide (NO) is postulated to be one of the factors
that mediate atherogenesis [27]. Under physiological conditions, NO produced by
the endothelium is thought to be the major NO source for regulating vascular tone
and endothelial health [22]. Endothelial NO production has been shown to de-
pend significantly on the level of WSS that the endothelium is exposed to [37, 65].
This WSS-dependent production of NO (possibly in conjunction with blood flow-
dependent NO transport) may provide an explanation for the flow-mediated onset
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of the atherosclerosis.
However, despite its relevance to the disease, many aspects of endothelial NO pro-
duction and vascular NO transport remain unclear. In particular, the relationship
between endothelial NO production and WSS remain quantitatively uncharacterised.
Further, the kinetics of NO reaction with multiple vascular components (especially
haemoglobin) is a major point of contention in the literature [4].
Previous computational studies modelling NO transport have helped gaining un-
derstanding of vascular NO dynamics [144, 134, 96]. However, such studies present
several limitations. First, vascular NO transport is investigated within idealised
vascular geometries. In particular vessels are assumed to be infinite straight cylin-
ders. Further, blood flow dynamics are not modelled, and Poiseuille flow is assumed
within the vessel studied. Therefore the endothelium is assumed to be uniformly
exposed to WSS, and hence NO transport becomes bidimensional in nature. Finally,
variations in NO production with WSS are often not considered.
Furthermore, previous work has focused on investigating NO transport within the
microvasculature [144, 96, 134, 145]. To the author’s knowledge, no previous studies
have modelled NO transport within a realistic representation of the major arteries
(where atheromas actually develop). In the present study, vascular NO transport
is investigated within the same vascular geometry used in Chapter 4 (the rabbit
aorta and its branches). This chapter aims to contribute towards an enhanced
understanding of vascular NO transport within major arteries in the vasculature,
identifying key parameters that regulate vascular NO concentration.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Obtaining the computational geometry
Vascular NO production and transport is investigated within the rabbit aorta and its
branches, using the same vascular geometry as in Chapter 4. The reader is referred
to section 4.2.1 for a complete description of the methodology employed to obtain
the computational surface definition.
5.2.2 Generating a computational mesh
Luminal NO is known to be confined within a thin concentration boundary layer
adjacent to the luminal side of the endothelium [22]. Thus, since the NO concen-
tration CNO in the core of the vessel lumen is known (CNO=0), meshes of solely the
boundary layer can be used in order to reduce the computational cost.
The boundary layer mesh was generated with Tgrid 2.0.24 (ANSYS, Inc). Three
layers of prismatic elements with a thickness of 50, 67 and 91 µm respectively (cor-
responding to a total thickness of 208µm) were defined first. Subsequently, the faces
of both the internal and external surface elements were curved using SPHERIGON
patches [147], as described in Chapter 2. The resulting boundary layer mesh shown
in Fig. 5.1 contains 76,494 prismatic elements. It will be shown later (section 5.2.5)
that the NO concentration boundary layer is well contained within the computa-
tional domain.




Figure 5.1: Images of the high-order curved boundary layer mesh showing
an axial section of the descending thoracic aorta (a), the aortic
arch (b), and four intercostal arteries (c). The computational
mesh contains 76,494 prismatic elements. Note that both the
internal and external mesh surfaces have been curved.
5.2.3 Computational model of nitric oxide production and
transport within the vasculature
5.2.3.1 Overview
Endothelial NO production is thought to play a fundamental role in the regulation
of vascular tone and endothelial health. NO production has been shown to depend
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significantly on the level of WSS that the endothelium is exposed. However, the
specific form of the endothelial response to WSS remains uncharacterised.
NO produced in the endothelium rapidly diffuses into both the subjacent arterial
wall and the lumen of the vessel. In the lumen, NO readily reacts with haemoglobin
contained in the RBCs. Some authors [123, 74] have suggested that the kinetics
of such a reaction may be altered by the existence of NO diffusional barriers and
competing reactions of NO with other constituents of blood plasma. Finally, note
that NO diffusing into the lumen is convected downstream by the flow of blood.
In the arterial wall, NO activates a complex signalling pathway which leads to SMC
relaxation, and therefore vasodilation. NO dynamics within the arterial wall have
as yet not been quantitatively characterised. In particular, the level of NO concen-
tration necessary to trigger the vasodilation pathway remains a point of contention,
with values in the literature that vary over several orders of magnitude (see [22] and
references therein).
5.2.3.2 Simplified model
The overview given above highlights the multiple aspects involved in vascular NO
transport and the lack of a quantitative characterisation of many of them. This
section proposes a simplified model for vascular NO production and transport within
the rabbit aorta. The model makes the following assumptions:
• As in Chapter 4, blood flow dynamics are assumed to be quasi-steady. Vascular
NO transport is investigated using the blood flow field computed in Chapter 4
for the case Re = 300, corresponding to the average aortic root velocity within
the cardiac cycle.
• Convective NO transport due to the flow of blood is neglected. Note that
although convective transport is neglected, vascular NO transport is still in-
fluenced by haemodynamics, since NO production depends strongly on the
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WSS distribution (that directly depends on the blood flow).
This assumption is justified in Appendix B. It is found that for cases where a
WSS-dependent NO production rate is considered, NO convective transport is
negligible for NO reaction rates with blood kHb greater than 100 s
−1. Further,
when a constant NO production rate is considered, NO convective transport is
found to be negligible regardless of the value of kHb. The previous discussion is
applicable to most vascular regions considered in this study. However the effect
of convection on NO transport may be significant in vascular areas exposed to
extreme shear rates, such as the vicinity of the flow dividers at the aortic arch
(see Appendix B for full details). Therefore, the proposed model may fail to
accurately predict NO distribution in such areas.
• NO diffusion into the arterial wall is neglected. Previous computational studies
[144, 96] have shown that endothelial NO distribution is dominantly governed
by the luminal NO dynamics. Further, recent experimental evidence suggest
that NO diffusion within the arterial wall may be significantly slower than in
blood [84], reinforcing the leading role of luminal NO dynamics in endothelial
NO distribution. Finally, the effect of NO diffusion into the arterial wall is
unlikely to affect the relative endothelial NO distribution, since NO dynamics
within the arterial wall are thought to be homogenous within the vasculature
(it can be described using 1D equations in the radial direction, as there is no
axial convection within the arterial wall) [144].
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that neglecting NO diffusion into the arterial
wall may affect the level of endothelial NO concentration. In particular, the
model may overestimate endothelial NO concentration levels, as NO migra-
tion into the wall is not considered. Further, the model fails to predict NO
concentration within the arterial wall (where NO vasodilation action takes
place).
• As in Chapter 3, the kinetics of the intracellular reactions that lead to NO
production are not modelled. In particular, the effects of cellular eNOS dis-
tribution or the substrate availability on endothelial NO production are not
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considered. However, such effects are unlikely to significantly influence the
macroscale NO distribution [23].
Despite the previous simplifications, the model provides an enhanced understanding
of vascular NO distribution, identifying key parameters that regulate NO produc-
tion and transport and highlighting aspects of NO transport that require further
experimental characterisation.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study investigating NO production and
transport within a 3D realistic representation of the macrovasculature. Therefore
this study should be understood as a first step towards more sophisticated multiscale
models that eventually will integrate all the different aspects involved in vascular
NO transport.
5.2.3.3 Governing equation
In line with the previous assumptions, NO transport is modelled within the vessel
lumen using the steady-state diffusion-reaction equation
0 = DNO∇2CNO − VNO, (5.1)
where (as in Chapter 3) CNO represents NO concentration, DNO is the NO diffusion
coefficient and VNO is the rate at which NO is consumed by reaction within the
lumen, which will be shown shortly to depend on CNO.
5.2.3.4 NO reaction within the vessel lumen
NO is known to be readily scavenged by haemoglobin. In fact, the half-life of NO
in the presence of physiological concentrations of free haemoglobin (∼ 10 mM) is
estimated to be 1 µs based on in vitro measurements. However, if NO was consumed
by haemoglobin at such a rapid rate in vivo, NO vasodilator action would be impeded
[51].
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During the last decade extensive research has been conducted to solve this paradox.
Two types of mechanisms have been postulated to prevent NO being scavenged
by haemoglobin: diffusional barriers and competing chemical reactions of NO with
other constituents of blood.
A number of diffusional barriers have been suggested to hinder NO diffusion from
the endothelium to the haemoglobin contained in RBCs [123, 74, 22]. First, the
RBCs membrane is thought to constitute an intrinsic barrier to NO diffusion into
the cell (vascular haemoglobin is encapsulated within the RBC, rather than free in
blood plasma). This may lead to the formation of a NO unstirred layer around to
RBC that eventually may act to further slow NO uptake. Second, NO diffusion into
the arterial wall may be facilitated by the existence of a RBC-free layer attached to
the luminal side of the endothelium. Within this layer (formed due to steric effects)
NO is postulated to be consumed at a much lower rate. However, while the existence
of a RBC-free layer in the microvasculature is widely accepted [73], its presence in
the major arteries remains contentious.
Competing reactions of NO with other substances in blood plasma may also reduce
NO consumption by haemoglobin. In particular, NO is postulated to react with
plasma constituents to yield a number of nitrogen compounds (nitrites, nitrated
lipids and other nitrosylated species) [87]. Recent experimental evidence suggest
that such nitrogen compounds may be reconverted in NO under hypoxic conditions,
and hence blood may potentially act as a NO reservoir [132, 135].
The quantitative effect of the diffusional barriers and the competing reactions de-
scribed above on luminal NO dynamics remains unclear [22]. A number of mathem-
atical models have been proposed in order to simulate NO interaction with blood.
Here a similar approach to that adopted by [144] is employed, and NO reaction with
haemoglobin is modelled as a pseudo-first order reaction (haemoglobin concentra-
tion is assumed to be constant within the vasculature). Further, a RBC-free layer
adjacent to the endothelium is considered. Within this layer, NO consumption kin-
etics are also assumed to be first order. Therefore the reactive term VNO in Eq. 5.1
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can be expressed as
VNO =
 kHbCNO, if η > δ,kplCNO, if η ≤ δ,
where kpl is the NO reaction rate with blood plasma, η is a coordinate in the direction
normal to the arterial wall, and δ is the thickness of the RBC-free layer attached
to the endothelium. Note that the effect of the RBC membrane and the unstirred
layer, as well as the reversible competing reactions, on NO luminal consumption
are included within the parameters kHb and kpl. Figure 5.2 illustrates the model
proposed for NO reaction within the arterial lumen.
5.2.3.5 Endothelial nitric oxide production
The following model for endothelial NO production was developed in Chapter 3.
The reader is referred to section 3.2.4 for further details. The NO production rate
RNO at the endothelium is modelled as
RNO =
RNOMAX
1 + γ exp(−Wo|τ |) , (5.2)
where (as in Chapter 3)
• RNOMAX is the maximum production rate, which corresponds to the product
of the maximum intracellular eNOS concentration and the maximum catalytic
velocity rate.
• τ represents WSS magnitude.
• γ and Wo are parameters that characterise the endothelial response to WSS.
This nomenclature is consistent with that used in [108] and [151].
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the model proposed for NO production and transport within
the vasculature. 
RBC-free Layer 
Endothelium    NO production (RNOmax, Wo, ! ,")  
  NO diffusion (DNO) 
NO reaction (kHb)  
 
NO reaction (kpl)  
 
Arterial lumen 
Figure 5.2: Diagram illustrating how vascular NO transport is modelled
within the rabbit aorta. NO is produced by the endothelium. It
subsequently diffuses into the lumen of the vessel (diffusion into




At the outer mesh wall (representing the interface between the endothelium and
the lumen of the vessel), a balance between NO production and NO transport is
enforced. Thus at the outer mesh wall




The NO concentration boundary layer is assumed to be fully developed at the out-
flows. Therefore, the NO concentration flux at the outflows is set to be zero. Note
that such an assumption has a negligible effect on NO concentration within the rest
of the computational domain, since the height of the NO concentration boundary
layer (H) is significantly lesser than the aortic diameter (i.e. H
Do
<< 1).
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Inner mesh wall boundary condition
Since a boundary layer computational mesh is used, an extra boundary condition
needs to be imposed at the inner mesh wall. Following the discussion in section
5.2.2, NO concentration is set to be zero.
5.2.3.7 Parameters
As shown in previous sections, the NO concentration CNO depends on NO diffusivity
DNO, the NO reaction rate within the lumen kHb and kpl, the thickness of the RBC-
free layer δ, the relationship between NO production and WSS (characterised by
the parameters Wo, γ, RNOMAX), and the WSS distribution that the endothelium
is exposed to. Table 5.1 defines the ranges over which these parameters are varied.
Recall that NO transport is investigated using the blood flow computed in Chapter
4 for the case Re = 300. Thus the WSS field is known.
Symbol Range, Units Description
DNO 3.3 · 10−5 cm2s−1 NO diffusion coefficient [90]
RNOMAX 8.33 · 10−4 µM cm s−1 Maximum NO production rate
kHb 10 - 10
6 s−1 NO reaction rate with haemoglobin
kpl 0 - 10
2 s−1 NO reaction rate with blood plasma
δ 0 - 50 µm RBC-free layer thickness
Wo 0 - ∞ Pa−1 Parameter endothelial response to WSS (see text)
γ 0-100 Parameter endothelial response to WSS (see text)
Table 5.1: Description of the parameters ranges used for the simulation of
vascular NO production and transport within the rabbit aorta
Note that the NO diffusion coefficient is known (DNO = 3.3 x 10
−5cm2s−1 [90]).
Also note that the maximum NO production rate RNOMAX is assumed to be 8.33 x
10−4 µM cm s−1. This value of NO production rate is within the ranges reported
in the literature [23], and leads to a characteristic NO concentration Co = 1 µM




, where H is the height of the NO concentration boundary layer),
that is consistent with previous computational studies [144]. Further, in Chapter 3,
RNOMAX was found to scale NO concentration, but not to affect NO distribution
(see section 3.2.7). Therefore, the vascular NO distribution for other values of
the parameter RNOMAX can be obtained by simply scaling the NO concentration
computed in this study.
Note that the remaining parameters (kHb, kpl, δ, Wo and γ) have been varied over an
extremely wide range. The scarce –and often conflicting– experimental data present
in the literature have motivated the choice of such wide ranges.
5.2.4 Numerical methods
NO concentration was calculated using the in-house spectral/hp element method
solver Nκταr [156] as described in Chapter 2. An expansion basis of 8th order was
used to represent the solution within each element. Such an expansion corresponds
to ∼ 8.72 x 106 degrees of freedom in total.
Convergence was verified by performing NO transport simulations for a fixed point
within the parameter space (Wo = 0.14dynes
−1 cm2, γ = 10, kHb = 1s−1 and δ = 0)
using 6th, 8th and 10th order expansions. It was found that the average concentration
varied by 0.3% when going from the 6th to the 8th order expansions; and 0.05%
when going from the 8th to the 10th order expansions. Thus, it was assumed that
the solution had converged when using a 8th order expansion.
5.2.5 Suitability of the computational boundary layer mesh
In order to test the suitability of the boundary layer mesh described in section 5.2.2
(of thickness of 208 µm), three additional boundary layers meshes of a thickness of
220, 316 and 350 µm were generated. It was found that the average NO concentra-
tion varied by less than 0.1% within the four meshes for a number of NO simulations.
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Therefore, the use of a boundary layer mesh is justified. Figure 5.3 illustrates that
the NO concentration boundary layer is well contained within the computational
mesh.
 
Figure 5.3: Colour maps of non-dimensional NO concentration viewed at
a cross-section within the descending thoracic aorta for fixed
(Wo = 0.14dynes cm
−2, γ = 10, kHb = 10s−1 and δ = 0).
Note that the NO concentration boundary layer is well confined
within the computational mesh.
5.3 Results
This section analyses the effects of the endothelial response to WSS (section 5.3.1),
the NO reaction rate within the lumen (section 5.3.2.1) and the thickness of the
RBC-free layer (section 5.3.2.2) on vascular NO concentration within the rabbit
aorta and its branches.
5.3.1 Effect of the endothelial response to WSS on vascular
NO distribution
The dependence of endothelial NO production rate on WSS is characterised by
the parameters Wo and γ. This section investigates the effect of such parameters on
vascular NO distribution. Fig. 5.4 shows plots of the non-dimensional NO production
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) for various values of the parameter
Wo and a plot of a constant NO production rate. The red dashed vertical lines
indicate the WSS range that over 98% of the endothelium surface is exposed to in
the studied case. Note that WSS levels in certain regions of the vasculature (e.g.
flow dividers) exceed the upper bound of this range.
The effect of Wo and γ on NO production rate was described in detail in Chapter
3. The parameter Wo was shown to characterise the sensitivity of the endothelial
response to WSS, while the parameter γ was shown to characterise the basal level




































Figure 5.4: Plots of a R∗NO against WSS (dynes cm
2) for several values
of the parameter Wo with fixed γ = 10 (solid lines). A plot
of a constant production rate (dot-dashed line) is also shown.
This constant NO production rate is equal to the average NO
production rate computed for the case Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2
within the computational domain. The red dashed vertical lines
indicate the WSS range that over 98% of the endothelium is
exposed to in the studied case.
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5.3.1.1 Effect of WSS-dependent vs. constant endothelial NO produc-
tion rate on NO distribution
In this section the NO distributions obtained using a constant NO production rate
(R∗NO = 0.52), and a WSS-dependent production rate (Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2 and
γ = 10), are compared. The constant NO production rate is chosen to be equal to
the average NO production rate for the WSS-dependent case. Therefore, the net
NO production is the same for the two cases compared. Note that cases where a
constant NO production rate is considered are not physiologically relevant, although
they will be shown to be conceptually important.
The computed NO distributions, along with the WSS distribution computed in
Chapter 4, are shown within the aortic arch (Fig. 5.5), the descending thoracic aorta
(Fig. 5.6) and the vicinity of the intercostal arteries (Fig. 5.9). In order to facilitate
comparisons between different cases, NO concentration is non-dimensionalised with
the maximum NO concentration in the descending thoracic aorta computed for each
case.
Constant NO production rate
In cases where a constant NO production rate is considered, NO distribution is
found to be homogenous within most of the computational domain. However, areas
of high curvature such as the inner wall at the aortic arch (Fig. 5.6c), and areas of
arterial branching (Figs. 5.5c - 5.7c) exhibit small variations in NO concentration.
Further, it can also be observed that NO concentration is greater within the smaller
vessels emanating from the aorta (Fig. 5.7c) than within the aorta itself.
Note that when a constant NO production rate is considered, all the parameters
that regulate NO transport (RNO, kHb and δ) are constant throughout the compu-
tational domain. Further, note that convective transport has been neglected (section
5.2.3.2). Therefore, variations in NO concentration for this cases can only be in-
duced by the vascular geometry itself.
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Indeed, NO production is proportional to the endothelial surface (hence NO pro-
duction increases linearly with the vessel diameter), while NO consumption within
blood is proportional to the volume enclosed by such surface (thus NO consump-
tion increases quadratically with the vessel diameter). In areas of high curvature
and arterial branching the ratio volume-surface increases (in such areas the volume
surrounding the endothelial surface is greater than in the cylindrical body of the
aorta), leading to a reduction in endothelial concentration. Similarly, NO concen-
tration also decreases with increasing vessel diameter, since the ratio volume-surface
increases.
The dependence of endothelial NO concentration on the diameter of the vessel has
been discussed in previous computational studies [144]. However, to the author’s
knowledge the decrease in endothelial NO concentration in areas of high curvature
and arterial branching (where atheromas develop preferentially) had not been previ-
ously reported. Such a result is significant, as it highlights the influence of vascular
geometry per se on endothelial NO distribution.
WSS-dependent NO production rate
For the WSS-dependent production rate studied (Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2 and γ = 10),
the relationship between endothelial NO production and WSS is almost linear for
the relevant WSS range (Fig. 5.4). Therefore, the endothelial NO distribution is
similar to the WSS distribution in the majority of the computational domain.
However, small discrepancies between WSS and NO distribution patterns can be
observed in areas of great curvature (such as the inner wall of the aortic arch) and
arterial branching. Further, increased levels of endothelial NO concentration can
be observed within the smaller vessels emanating from the aorta (especially in the
intercostal arteries). In these vascular regions, geometrical factors were shown to
induce changes in NO concentration that affect endothelial NO distribution in the
previous section. These geometrically-induced variations result in the aforemen-
tioned differences between WSS and NO distributions. Note that such variations
in endothelial NO concentration due to volumetric effects are inappreciable within
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most of the computational domain. However in certain key vascular regions such as
in the aortic arch, geometrically-induced CNO variations are most noticeable.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5.5: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) (a) and non-dimensional NO
concentration (b-c) in the aortic arch viewed ventral-dorsal. NO
concentration colour maps are shown for Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2
(b), and a constant NO production rate (c), with fixed γ = 10
and kHb = 100s
−1. The constant NO production rate imposed
in (c) is equal to the average NO production rate computed for
the case Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2 (b). NO concentration has been
non-dimensionalised using the maximum NO concentration in
the descending aorta for each case.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.6: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) (a) and non-dimensional
NO concentration (b-c) in the descending aorta viewed dorsal-
ventral. NO concentration colour maps are shown for
Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2 (b), and a constant NO production rate
(c), with fixed γ = 10 and kHb = 100s
−1. The constant
NO production rate imposed in (c) is equal to the average NO
production rate computed for the case Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2
(b). NO concentration has been non-dimensionalised using the
maximum NO concentration in the descending aorta for each
case.




Figure 5.7: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) (a-c) and non-dimensional
NO concentration (d-i) in the vicinity of the intercostal arter-
ies viewed dorsal-ventral. The first, second and third columns
shows images corresponding to the second, third and four pairs
of intercostal arteries respectively. NO concentration colour
maps are shown for Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2 (d-f), and a con-
stant NO production rate (g-i), with fixed γ = 10 and
kHb = 100s
−1. The constant NO production rate imposed
in (g-i) is equal to the average NO production rate computed
for the case Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2(d-f). NO concentration has
been non-dimensionalised using the maximum NO concentra-
tion in the descending aorta for each case.
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5.3.1.2 Effect of the specific form of the endothelial response to WSS
The previous section investigated vascular NO distribution for a given relationship
between endothelial NO production and WSS. However, the specific form of the
endothelial response to WSS remains uncharacterised and hence NO distribution
should be investigated for a number of endothelial responses.
In this section endothelial NO distribution is investigated for the three WSS-dependent
endothelial responses illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The computed NO distributions, along
with the WSS distribution computed in Chapter 4, are shown within the aortic arch
(Fig. 5.8) and within the third pair of intercostal arteries (Fig. 5.9). In order to facil-
itate comparisons between different cases, NO concentration is non-dimensionalised
using the maximum NO concentration in the descending thoracic aorta computed
for each case.
Endothelial NO distribution is found to depend significantly on the specific form
of the endothelial response to WSS. For the case Wo = 0.14dynes
−1cm2, the rela-
tionship between endothelial NO production and WSS is almost linear for the WSS
range studied. Therefore, the endothelial NO distribution is similar to the WSS
distribution in most vascular regions (it has been shown previously that geometrical
factors induce variations in NO concentration in certain vascular locations).
The case Wo = 0.07 dynes
−1cm2 represents a less sensitive endothelial response to
WSS, and hence the maximum NO production rate is not reached in the majority
of the computational domain. Since less NO is produced by the endothelium, NO
concentration is lower than in the previous case.
Finally, the caseWo = 0.28 dynes
−1cm2 is associated with a very sensitive endothelial
response to WSS, where the maximum NO production rate is reached within the
WSS range considered. Thus, the endothelial NO concentration is higher than in
the other cases. Further, NO distribution is more homogenous, since NO production
reaches the saturated level within the physiologically relevant WSS range.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) (a) and non-dimensional NO
concentration (b-d) in the aortic arch viewed ventral-dorsal. NO
concentration colour maps are shown for Wo = 0.14 dynes
−1cm2
(b), Wo = 0.07 dynes
−1cm2 (c) and Wo = 0.28 dynes−1cm2 ,
with fixed γ = 10, kHb = 100s
−1 and δ = 0. NO concen-
tration has been non-dimensionalised using the maximum NO
concentration in the descending aorta for each case.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.9: Colour maps of WSS (dynes cm−2) (a) and non-dimensional NO
concentration (b-d) in the vicinity of the third pair of intercostal
arteries viewed dorsal-ventral. NO concentration colour maps
are shown for Wo = 0.14 dynes
−1cm2 (b), Wo = 0.07 dynes−1cm2
(c) and Wo = 0.28 dynes
−1cm2 , with fixed γ = 100,
kHb = 100s
−1 and δ = 0. NO concentration has been non-
dimensionalised using the maximum NO concentration in the
descending aorta for each case.
5.3.1.3 Influence of the basal NO production (γ)
The effect of the parameter γ was also investigated. It was found that the parameter
γ acted to scale endothelial NO concentration. However, it did not affect the NO
distribution structure within the vascular region studied (data not shown).
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5.3.1.4 Influence of NO reaction within the lumen (kHb and kpl) and the
thickness of the RBC-free layer δ
Vascular NO transport simulations were carried out for different values of the para-
meters kpl, kHb and δ. It was found that such parameters largely determine the value
of endothelial NO concentration, as discussed in subsequent sections. However, the
NO distribution pattern was not significantly affected (data not shown).
5.3.2 Effect of NO reaction within the vessel lumen
This section investigates the effect of NO reaction within the vessel lumen for cases
where a RBC-free layer is not considered (i.e. δ = 0) and cases where a RBC-free
layer is considered (i.e. δ 6= 0).
5.3.2.1 Effect of NO reaction with haemoglobin on vascular NO concen-
tration when a RBC-free layer is not modelled (δ = 0)
This section investigates the effect of NO reaction within the vessel lumen when a
RBC-free layer is not modelled. NO transport simulations are performed for the
constant NO production rate studied in section 5.3.1 (R∗NO = 0.52). The average
endothelial NO concentration over the whole geometry (C¯NOec) and the effective NO
diffusion distance into the lumen are investigated in detail. Figure 5.10 shows a plot
of C¯NOec against kHb, and Figure 5.11 plots NO concentration at an arbitrary point
within the thoracic descending aorta against η (coordinate in the direction normal
to the arterial wall). The horizontal red-dashed line in both figures corresponds to
an NO concentration of 1nM. This level of NO concentration is highlighted since
it is representative of the estimated value for physiological NO concentrations in
plasma [136].
It is observed that the average endothelial NO concentration (C¯NOec) and the NO
effective diffusion distance depend significantly on the rate of NO reaction with
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haemoglobin kHb. As expected, both C¯NOec and the NO diffusion distance rapidly
decrease with increasing kHb. Such a decrease becomes more significant as the
parameter kHb (and hence the rate of NO consumption) rises.
Endothelial NO concentration is effectively zero for cases where kHb > 10
4s−1.
Therefore, if NO reacted within the lumen at the same rate as it does with free
haemoglobin (kHb ∼ 105s−1), it would be completely scavenged by blood and its
vasodilation action would be impeded. Note that in order for C¯NOec to reach the
physiologically relevant level of 1nM, kHb is found to be of the order of ∼10s−1. Such
a value for the NO reaction with haemoglobin in vivo is one order of magnitude lower
than the lowest previous estimations [22].
Regarding NO effective diffusion distance, it can be seen that for kHb ≥ 10 s−1
the NO concentration boundary layer is confined within a few micrometers of the
endothelial surface. This result illustrates the difficulty of obtaining direct in-vivo
NO measurements in the lumen vessel.
Figure 5.10: Plots of the average endothelial NO concentration C¯NOec (nM)
against NO reaction rate with haemoglobin kHb (s
−1) with fixed
δ = 0.
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Figure 5.11: Plots of NO concentration (nM) at an arbitrary point within
the thoracic descending aorta against the coordinate in the dir-
ection normal to the arterial wall η (µm) for various values of
kHb and with fixed δ = 0. Note that this plot is found to be ef-
fectively independent of the point studied, since a constant NO
production was assumed and hence NO distribution is notably
homogeneous.
5.3.2.2 Effect of NO reaction with haemoglobin on vascular NO concen-
tration when a RBC-free layer is modelled (δ 6= 0)
This section investigates the effect of a RBC-free layer on NO concentration. As in
the previous section, NO transport simulations are performed for the constant NO
production rate studied in section 5.3.1 (R∗NO = 0.52). Figure 5.12 shows a plot of
C¯NOec against kHb for several values of the parameter δ. Further, Figure 5.13 plots
NO concentration at an arbitrary point within the thoracic descending aorta against
η for several values of the parameter δ and with fixed kHb = 10
3s−1 and kpl = 0. As
in the previous section, the horizontal red-dashed line in both figures corresponds
to the physiologically relevant NO concentration of 1nM.
Results are presented for the limiting case kpl = 0 (i.e. NO reaction rate within the
RBC-free boundary layer is neglected). Although this assumption is not physiolo-
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gically realistic, it is conceptually relevant as it represents the case where the effect
of the RBC-free layer on NO concentration is maximum.
It can been seen that the average endothelial NO concentration (C¯NOec) increases
significantly with increasing δ. In particular it is observed that C¯NOec exceeds 1nM
when δ ≥ 10µm . Further, note that when δ 6= 0, NO concentration is not completely
scavenged for any value of the parameter kHb.
The NO effective diffusion distance is also found to significantly depend on δ. In the
case presented (kpl = 0), NO can freely diffuse within the RBC-free layer without
being scavenged. Thus, the increase in the NO diffusion distance is directly equal
to the thickness of the RBC-free layer δ.
In cases where kpl 6= 0, the increase in both NO diffusion distance and C¯NOec was
found to be less than in the results presented in this section (data not shown).
Figure 5.12: Plots of the average endothelial NO concentration C¯NOec (nM)
against NO reaction rate with haemoglobin kHb (s
−1) for vari-
ous values of the RBC-free layer thickness δ with fixed kpl = 0.
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Figure 5.13: Plots of NO concentration (nM) at an arbitrary point within
the thoracic descending aorta against the coordinate in the
direction normal to the arterial wall η (µm) with fixed
kHb = 10
3s−1 and kpl = 0. Note that this plot is found to
be effectively independent of the point studied, since a con-
stant NO production was assumed and hence NO distribution
is notably homogenous.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Effect of blood flow on vascular NO concentration
The effect of blood flow (via the effect of WSS on NO production) on vascular
NO concentration has been studied in detail. For physiologically realistic cases
(when WSS-dependent NO production rate is considered), endothelial NO distri-
bution is found to exhibit significant spatial heterogeneity. Such heterogeneity is
mainly caused by spatial variation in WSS (and hence NO production) within the
vascular region analysed. However it is found that certain geometrical features such
as curvature and branching also induce appreciable variations in NO distribution.
Further, it is shown that the level of endothelial NO concentration is influenced by
volumetric considerations such as the vessel diameter.
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Endothelial NO distribution is found to depend significantly on the specific form of
the endothelial response to WSS. However, such a response remains quantitatively
uncharacterised. Further experimental work is encouraged in order to determine the
relationship between endothelial NO production and WSS.
Nevertheless, this is not the only aspect of NO production that requires further
experimental characterisation. In this study vascular NO transport is investigated
within the rabbit thoracic aorta and its branches. It has been suggested [22] that
endothelial NO production may differ across the different levels of the arterial tree.
In fact, the large discrepancies in the reported values of endothelial NO production
rate may reflect such a hierarchy [22].
Further, the endothelial response to dynamic changes in WSS remains unclear.
Both WSS distribution and magnitude significantly vary within the cardiac cycle, as
shown in Chapter 4. In vivo experiments [25, 24] have shown that eNOS concentra-
tion, and hence NO production, varies in response to changes in WSS. However, the
time scale over which such variations take place (in the order of days [24]) is notably
greater than the cardiac cycle period (approximately 0.2s−1 in rabbits). Therefore,
it has generally been assumed (as it has in this study) that endothelial NO pro-
duction solely depends on the average WSS the endothelial cells are exposed to.
Such an hypothesis may be too simplistic, and hence additional experimental work
is needed to improve the current understanding of dynamic NO production. In vitro
experiments within flow chambers using different flow regimes [150] and different
types of endothelial cells may shed light on the aspects of vascular NO production
previously discussed.
Finally, the effect of convective transport on vascular NO concentration needs fur-
ther investigation. Here blood flow dynamics were assumed to be quasi-steady, and
hence NO transport was studied for a given point within the cardiac cycle. Under
such an assumption (and based on the shear rate levels computed in Chapter 4),
convective NO transport was shown to be negligible within most of the computa-
tional domain for kHb ≥ 100 s−1 (see Appendix B). However, wall shear rates at
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peak systole are significantly higher than the average values considered here, and
hence convection is likely to play a role in vascular NO transport for part of the
cardiac cycle. Therefore, future studies should aim to model blood flow pulsatility
and NO convective transport.
5.4.2 NO reaction within the lumen of the vessel
Endothelial NO concentration was found to depend significantly on the NO con-
sumption rate within the vessel lumen. For cases where the RBC-free layer was not
modelled (δ = 0), NO was found to be completely scavenged for kHb > 10
4s−1. The
NO reaction rate with free haemoglobin kHb is known to be of the order of ∼ 105s−1.
If NO was consumed by the haemoglobin contained in the RBCs at such rate in
vivo, NO concentration would be effectively zero, and its vasodilation action would
be impeded. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that there must exist some mechanisms
preventing NO being scavenged by haemoglobin within the macrovasculature.
Diffusional barriers (such as the RBC membrane or the unstirred layer around it)
may act to reduce the overall NO reaction rate within the lumen. However, it is
found that such barriers should account for a reduction of four orders of magnitude
in kHb (i.e. kHb ∼ 10) in order for endothelial NO to reach the physiologically
relevant concentration of 1nM.
The existence of a RBC-free layer adjacent to the endothelium has also been pos-
tulated to preserve NO bioavailability. When such a layer is modelled, endothelial
NO concentration is found to significantly increase. In particular, endothelial NO
is found to exceed 1nM regardless of the value of kHb when a RBC-free layer of a
thickness of 10µm is considered and NO is assumed not to react within such a layer.
However, the existence of a RBC-free within the major arteries remains unclear.
Moreover, the dynamics of NO within such a layer remains uncharacterised.
Further experimental work is encouraged in order to elucidate the mechanisms that
preserve NO bioactivity in the major arteries. In particular, NO concentration in
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plasma measurements (such as those performed by Stamler et al. [136] in humans)
may clarify luminal NO dynamics and validate associated computational studies.
Furthermore, the thickness of the RBC-free layer (if any) within the macrovascu-
lature needs quantitative characterisation.
Future computational work should aim to model NO transport in conjunction with
other vascular species. For example, NO interaction with oxygen should be mod-
elled, as certain NO reactions with blood constituents are reversible under hypoxic
conditions.
5.5 Summary
Vascular NO transport within the rabbit aorta and its branches was investigated
numerically. Endothelial NO distribution is found to reflect spatial variations in
WSS (and hence endothelial NO production). However, it is observed that certain
geometrical features, such as arterial curvature and branching, also induce significant
variations in NO concentration. This result is relevant, as atheromas are reported
to develop preferentially in such vascular regions. Further, such a result highlights
the influence of the arterial geometry per se on vascular NO concentration, which
has not been considered in most previous computational studies.
Endothelial NO distribution is found to depend significantly on the specific form
of the endothelial response to WSS. Such a relationship, along with other aspects
of endothelial NO production, remains uncharacterised. Hence this study provides
renewed motivation for further experimental work.
The effect of NO reaction within the vessel lumen was also investigated. It was found
that if NO reacted with haemoglobin in vivo at the same rate as it does with free
haemoglobin, its vasodilation action would be impeded. Therefore it is postulated
that mechanisms preventing NO consumption by haemoglobin also exist within the
major vessels.
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Diffusional barriers (such as the RBC membrane and the unstirred layer) may signi-
ficantly reduce NO consumption rate within the vessel lumen. However, it is found
that such barriers should act to reduce NO reaction rate by four orders of magnitude
in order for NO concentration to reach physiologically realistic levels (∼1nM). Fur-
ther, the potential existence of a RBC-free layer adjacent to the endothelium is
modelled. It was observed that when such a layer was considered, endothelial NO
concentration substantially increased. However, the existence of a RBC-free layer
in the major arteries remains contentious. Therefore, further experimental work is
encouraged in order to determine the thickness of the RBC-free layer (if any) in the
major arteries and determine NO dynamics within it.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first computational study investigating NO
production and transport within a 3D realistic representation of the macrovascu-
lature. Therefore this study should be understood as a first effort towards more
sophisticated multiscale models. However, despite the present limitations, this study
highlights the fundamental role of the arterial geometry and the WSS distribution
in determining vascular NO concentration.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarises the contributions of this thesis to the field, and discusses
possible extensions and future work.
6.1 Summary of key results
This thesis investigated blood flow and nitric oxide (NO) transport numerically using
a spectral/hp element method.
Firstly, NO production and transport were investigated within a parallel-plate flow
chamber coated with endothelial cells. The relationship between endothelial NO
concentration and wall shear stress (WSS) was investigated in detail. Contrary to
the accepted hypothesis that NO concentration increases with WSS, we observed
that endothelial NO concentration depends on WSS in a non-monotonic fashion.
It was also observed that a NO concentration boundary layer develops within the
flow chamber, leading to significant spatial variations in NO concentration along
the length of the device. These findings call into question the methodology followed
in previous experimental studies, as discussed in Chapter 3. Further, the results of
this study emphasise the effect of convection on NO transport within flow chambers,
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which has been overlooked or misinterpreted in most previous theoretical studies.
Secondly, blood flow was modelled within a highly detailed representation of the rab-
bit aorta and its branches. This study highlighted the significant effect of vascular
geometry on WSS distribution. In particular it was shown that small-scale geomet-
rical features, such as the cusp at the attachment site of the ligamentum arteriosum,
introduced deviations in WSS of the same order of magnitude as flow-induced vari-
ations. Further, two Dean-type vortices were observed to form in the aortic arch.
There, the computed WSS distribution exhibited significant spatial heterogeneity,
reflecting the complexity of the blood flow. This result challenges the widespread
assumption that the outer and inner aortic arch walls are exposed to high and low
WSS respectively. The two Dean-type vortices formed in the aortic arch (along with
an associated skewed axial velocity) were found to propagate along the descending
thoracic aorta. The skewness of the axial velocity resulted in streaks of WSS. Since
the distribution of atherosclerotic lesions in the rabbit descending aorta has also
been reported to be streaked in nature, the results of this study provide further
support for the hypothesis that flow mediates atherogenesis. Further, it was found
that the local WSS patterns in the vicinity of the intercostal arteries (produced by
the blood flow entering the vessels) are superimposed on the streaked macroscale
WSS distribution. Such a diverse range of WSS environments in which branch pairs
reside may explain variation in disease between branch pairs.
Lastly, NO production and transport was investigated within the same representa-
tion of the rabbit aorta and its branches. Vascular NO distribution was computed
using the mathematical model of endothelial NO production proposed (Chapter 3),
along with the blood flow field previously computed (Chapter 4). Endothelial NO
distribution was found to exhibit significant spatial heterogeneity. Such heterogen-
eity reflected spatial variation in WSS (and hence NO production). However, it was
found that certain geometrical features, such as arterial curvature and branching,
also induced variations in NO concentration, independently of their effect on blood
flow. Such a result is relevant, as the influence of the arterial geometry per se on
NO transport was not considered in previous computational studies. Furthermore,
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the effect of NO reaction within the vessel lumen was analysed in detail. It was
concluded that mechanisms preventing NO consumption by haemoglobin must exist
in order for NO to exert its vasodilation action. Two potential mechanisms were
investigated: the existence of diffusional barriers and the formation of a RBC-free
layer adjacent to the endothelium. It was estimated that diffusional barriers (if act-
ing on their own) should act to reduce NO consumption rate by at least four orders
of magnitude in order to allow physiologically realistic NO concentration levels. On
the other hand, when a RBC-free layer is modelled, endothelial NO concentration is
found to increase substantially regardless of the NO consumption rate outside the
RBC-free layer (and hence regardless of the effect of the diffusional barriers).
This thesis showed correlations between blood flow metrics, vascular NO distribu-
tion and disease patterns. It is hoped that this study contributes to an enhanced
understanding of the flow-dependent mechanisms that mediate atherogenesis. Fur-
ther, this thesis highlights the significant effect of vascular geometry on blood flow
and vascular transport, and hence further emphasises the need to generate detailed
and faithful computational representations of the arterial system.
6.2 Future work
The possible extensions to this work are broad and numerous. This section outlines
several suggestions for future studies.
6.2.1 Modelling nitric oxide transport within flow chambers
This thesis investigated NO production and transport within a parallel-plate flow
chamber. The relationship between endothelial NO concentration and WSS within
flow chambers was found to significantly depend on the form of the endothelial
response to WSS. However, such a response remains quantitatively uncharacterised.
Therefore, additional experimental work (considering the recommendations in this
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thesis) is encouraged.
Further, the proposed model of endothelial NO production fails to take into account
transient endothelial responses, such as a burst in NO production due to the onset of
flow in the experiments. Future computational studies overcoming such a limitation
would allow to predict NO distribution at the initial stage of the experiments (before
the steady-state is reached).
Finally, the model proposed could be used to investigate NO distribution within dif-
ferent flow chambers and under different flow regimes. Such studies may potentially
help identifying a priori suitable configurations (such as the chamber geometry and
the flow regime) to achieve specific experimental goals.
6.2.2 Modelling blood flow within the arterial system
This thesis investigated blood flow dynamics within the rabbit aorta and its branches.
Several aspects of the rabbit haemodynamics were simplified. In particular blood
was assumed to be a Newtonian fluid, blood flow dynamics were assumed to be
quasi-steady, and the arterial wall was assumed to be rigid and stationary. Future
studies should aim to overcome the present limitations and thus investigate the ef-
fect of non-Newtonian blood, pulsatile flow and compliant walls. Further, the effect
of varying flow splits (between aortic branches) and the inflow velocity profile at the
aortic root needs further research.
Finally, future studies should investigate blood flow in multiple definitions of the
rabbit aorta (obtained from different rabbits) in order to assess the effect of vascular
geometry on flow metrics. In particular the effect of aortic torsion and tapering on
the secondary motion should be further studied.
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6.2.3 Modelling nitric oxide transport within the arterial
system
This thesis investigated NO production and transport within the rabbit aorta and its
branches numerically. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study investigating
vascular NO dynamics within a realistic representation of a major artery. Therefore,
the work presented should be understood as a first step towards more sophisticated
multiscale model that should eventually overcome the present limitations.
In particular, future computational work should address NO convective transport
(which was overlooked in this study), and investigate the effect of blood flow pulsat-
ility and arterial compliance on vascular NO transport. Further, NO diffusion into
the arterial wall should be considered, and a model of NO vasodilator action (con-
sidering NO signalling pathway in the arterial wall) should be proposed. Ultimately,
NO-induced vasodilation should be coupled to the model of arterial wall distensib-
ility by for example considering NO-dependent wall elastic properties.
Another possible extension of this work is to investigate NO transport in conjunction
with other vascular species. NO interaction with oxygen is of particular interest, as
red blood cells and other plasma constituents are postulated to release bound NO
under hypoxic conditions.
Finally, the present study identified different aspects of NO production that require
further experimental characterisation. In particular, the relationship between en-
dothelial NO production and WSS and the endothelial response to dynamics changes
in WSS remain unclear. Further, the existence of NO diffusional barriers in vivo and
the formation of a RBC-free layer in the major arteries remain contentious. This
thesis provides renewed motivation for further experimental work.
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Appendix A
Vascular Nitric Oxide Synthesis
This section describes the signalling pathway that leads to endothelial NO produc-
tion. Two models of endothelial NO synthesis proposed by Chen et al. [23] (a
kinetic and a simplified model) are analysed in detail. It is concluded that, for the
purpose of this thesis, the simplified model is sufficient to accurately model vascular
NO production.
A.1 Overview
Nitric oxide (NO) is produced at the endothelium by the oxidation of L-arginine
to L-citrulline and NO in the presence of tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), reduced nicot-
inamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and oxygen. The reaction is
catalyzed by the enzymatic action of endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) and can be
described by the following chemical equation [27]:
L-arginine +O2 + 1.5NADPH
eNOS−−−→ L-Citrulline +NO + 1.5NADP+ + 2H2O.
Despite the apparent simplicity of this equation, the kinetic pathway that leads to
NO synthesis consists of a complex metabolic network. In fact, endothelial NO
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production rate depends on a great number of parameters, specifically on the con-
centration of several co-enzymes and on substrate availability within the endothelial
cell. In order to gain understanding of endothelial NO production, several compu-
tational studies have modelled the NO synthesis pathway. In this appendix, the
kinetic model proposed by Chen et al. [27] is analyzed.
A.2 Kinetic model of endothelial NO synthesis
The model proposed in [23] improved previous efforts by incorporating the effect
of L-arginine and oxygen concentration on NO production rate. The model was
constructed under the following hypotheses:
• NO production rates are calculated under two different assumptions: 1)NO
production occurs in the compartment adjacent to the endothelial cell surface.
This assumption relies on the fact that approximately 70% of eNOS is con-
fined in this compartment, and 2)NO is produced throughout the cell. It is
shown that the computed NO production rates for both cases are almost equal.
Therefore, eNOS is assumed to reside mainly in the membrane compartments.
• All the co-enzymes involved in NO synthesis are present in excess. This hypo-
thesis is true for BH4 and calmodulin, as their typical intracellular concentra-
tions are significantly higher than those required by the NO synthesis process.
However, Ca2+ concentration can be insufficient to catalyze certain chemical
reactions, and this effect is not considered in this model.
• L-arginine concentration remains constant within the endothelial cell (d[Arg]
dt
= 0).
This assumption implies that the rate of consumption of L-arginine within the
endothelial cell is equal to the rate of L-arginine supply from external sources
(represented by the term S in Eq. A-1).
• Reactions involving changes in oxygen and its transport from the blood to
the endothelial cell are neglected. This hypothesis is based on the fact that
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oxygen concentration is significantly larger than eNOS concentration under
physiological conditions. This hypothesis should be revised under pathological
conditions, where the supply of oxygen may be limited.
It is important to highlight that this thesis does not aim to study the intracellular
reactions that lead to NO synthesis. However, a basic understanding of such process
is necessary in order to accurately model NO production in the vasculature.
The kinetic model proposed by Chen et al. [23] is shown next. The different states
of eNOS are represented by the iron heme group, while Arg and NOHA repres-
ents L-arginine and Nω-hydroxyl-L-arginine (an intermediate product) respectively.
Bindings between species are represented with a dot (e.g. Fe · Arg).
d[Arg]
dt
= −k1[Arg][Fe3+] + k′1[Fe3+ · Arg] (A-1)
























3+ · Arg] + k4[Fe2+][Arg] (A-5)
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3+NOHA]− k10[Fe2+ ·NOHA][O2] (A-8)



































3+ ·NOHA]− k8[Fe3+][NOHA] (A-15)
−k9[Fe2+ ·NOHA]− k′9[Fe2+][NOHA].
A thorough literature search to obtain values for the kinetic parameters was un-
dertaken by Chen et al. [23]. Table A.1 shows the values proposed in [23] for the
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kinetic rate constants involved in Eqs. A-1 - A-15. The scaled coefficients at 37◦C
were obtained applying the Arrhenius equation.
Coefficient Literature Values (37◦C) Unit References
k1 0-0.2 (4
◦C) 0-0.8 (23 ◦C) 0.1 µM−1s−1 [13]
k1
′ 0-0.08 (4◦C) 0-1.6 (23 ◦C) 0.1 s−1 [13]
k2 0.11 (10
◦C) 0.91 s−1 [121]
k3 0.11 (10
◦C) 0.91 s−1 [121]
k4 0-0.2 (4




◦C) 0-1.6 (23 ◦C) 11.4 s−1 [13]
k5 0.265 (7




◦C) 28 (10 ◦C) 98 s−1 [2, 91]
k6 6.2 (7
◦C) 6.7 (10 ◦C) 12.6 s−1 [149, 91]
k7 0.11 (10
◦C) 0.91 s−1 [121]
k8 0-0.2 (4




◦C) 0-1.6 (23 ◦C) 0.1 µM−1s−1 [53, 104]
k9 0-0.2 (4




◦C) 0-1.6 (23 ◦C) 1.89 µM−1s−1 [53, 104]
k10 0.342 (7




◦C) 18 (10 ◦C) 89.9 s−1 [121, 91]
k11 14.5 (7
◦C) 29.4 s−1 [91]
k12 0.11 (10
◦C) 0.91 s−1 [121]
k13 0.00429 (10
◦C) 0.033 µM−1s−1 [121]
k14 2.5 (7
◦C) 3.5 (10 ◦C) 53.9 s−1 [121, 91]
Table A.1: Kinetic constants that regulate endothelial nitric oxide synthesis
A.2.1 Conclusions of the model
The previous system of ordinary differential Eqs. A-1 - A-15 can be solved numer-
ically. The results and conclusions obtained by Chen et al. are detailed in this
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section.
A.2.2 Transient NO production
The system given by Eqs. A-1 - A-15 evolves into a quasi-steady state –where NO
production rate is effectively constant– within seconds. Given the short duration of
the transient, it can be assumed that eNOS activation leads instantaneously to a
sustained production of NO.
A.2.3 Dependence on eNOS
The system was solved for different levels of eNOS concentration within the cell.
The results show that there is a linear relationship between eNOS concentration
and NO production rate under physiological conditions (all the substrates and co-
enzymes are present in excess). Enzymology predicts the same result, as the product
formation is linearly dependent on the enzyme concentration.
A.2.4 Dependence on L-arginine
Intracellular concentration of L-arginine has been shown experimentally to be sig-
nificantly higher (∼ 100µM) than that required by eNOS to reach 50% maximal
activity (∼ 3µM). Accordingly, further availability of L-arginine should not enhance
NO production. However, several in vitro studies [148] have reported increased NO
production due to increased L-arginine uptake by endothelial cells. One plausible
explanation for this paradox (commonly referred to as the “L-arginine paradox”) is
that L-arginine may be distributed in “pools” or compartments, and despite an over-
all high concentration within the cell, eNOS can only access the L-arginine contained
within compartments associated with the cell membrane.
The theoretical model by Chen et al. [23] shows that NO production is only affected
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in cases where L-arginine concentration is ∼ 5µM. As stated before, intracellular
L-arginine concentration is on the order of 100µM . Therefore, only if the percentage
of L-arginine accessible to eNOS was very low (< 5%), would supplemental intake
of L-arginine enhance NO production.
A.2.5 Dependence on oxygen
In large arterial vessels under physiological conditions, oxygen concentration in
plasma is sufficient to activate eNOS action. However, the theoretical model shows
that a significant reduction in oxygen availability (hypoxia) causes the NO produc-
tion rate to fall. This result is consistent with various in vivo experiments, which
have reported a correlation between chronic intermittent hypoxia and atherogenesis.
A.3 Simplified model of endothelial NO synthesis
The kinetic model presented in the previous section is significantly complex and
requires a considerable computational effort in order to be solved. A simplified
model based on the Michaelis-Menten equation can be implemented instead. For the
latter case, only the apparent activities of eNOS (instead of NO synthesis pathway)
are modelled.
In cases where eNOS is fully active and the concentrations of substrates and co-





= CeNOS · Vcmax , (A-16)
where RNOMAX represents the maximum NO production rate, CeNOS represents
eNOS concentration and Vcmax represents the maximum catalytic rate, whose max-
imum reported value is 0.585 µmol ·min−1 · (mg of protein)−1 [81].
For a given eNOS concentration, NO production is regulated by the availability of
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the substrates. Given that intracellular eNOS concentration under physiological con-
ditions is significantly lower than the concentration of the substrates, the Michaelis-





where RNO denotes NO production rate, Csubstrate represents the concentration of
the substrate considered and Km is the Michaelis constant for the such a substrate.
Table A.2 shows experimental and theoretical values of Km for each substrate (oxy-
gen and L-arginine).
The NO production rate calculated using this simplified model is consistent with the
results obtained using the kinetic model, as shown in [23]. Therefore, NO production
rate in this thesis is modelled using the Michaelis-Menten approximation.
Km(µM) Substrate Reference
11.0-11.5 Oxygen Theoretical [23]
7.7 Oxygen Experimental [115]
0.5 L-arginine Theoretical [23]
0.9-2.9 L-arginine Experimental [50, 154]
Table A.2: Michealis constants Km involved in endothelial nitric oxide syn-
thesis
Appendix B
Convective Transport of Vascular
Nitric Oxide
The effect of convection on vascular transport of NO remains unclear. This appendix
analyses NO convective transport within the rabbit aorta using the blood flow field
computed in Chapter 4 for the case Re = 300 (corresponding to the average aortic
root velocity within the cardiac cycle). It is found that the effect of convection on
NO concentration depends significantly on the NO consumption rate by haemoglobin
(kHb). Further, for the particular case considered, it is concluded that NO convective
transport is negligible provided that kHb >> 10s
−1.
B.1 NO convective transport
B.1.1 Overview
Vascular NO is produced by endothelial cells in a WSS-dependent fashion. NO
produced in the endothelium rapidly diffuses into both the lumen of the vessel and
the subjacent arterial wall. In the arterial wall, NO activates a complex signalling
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pathway that leads to vasodilation. In the lumen, NO is avidly scavenged by the
haemoglobin contained in the red blood cells.
B.1.2 NO convective field
Vascular NO diffusing into the lumen is convected downstream by the flow of blood.
The convective field is modelled under the following assumptions:
• The radial convective transport due to the water transmural flux into
the arterial wall is neglected. A Peclet number in the radial direction Per





where Vr is the radial water transmural velocity into the arterial wall, H is the
height of the NO concentration boundary layer and (as in Chapter 3) DNO is
the NO diffusion coefficient. Lever et al. [141] measured Vr to be of the order
of ∼ 10−6cms−1; D has been estimated to be of the order of ∼ 10−5cm2s−1
[90], and H is shown in Chapter 5 to be of the order of ∼ 10−4cm. Thus,
Per ∼ 10−5 << 1;
and hence NO diffusive transport outweighs NO convection in the radial dir-
ection.
• Coutte flow is assumed within the NO concentration boundary layer.
This assumption is valid as long as the NO concentration boundary layer is
contained well within the momentum boundary layer. The relative height of
the momentum boundary layer HM to the height of the NO concentration





where ν is the dynamic blood flow viscosity. Considering a value of ν = 3.872
x 10−2 cm2s−1 (based on the values for blood kinematic viscosity and density
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used in Chapter 4), and the standard value for DNO (DNO=3.3 x 10
−5 cm2s−1
[90]) one obtains
Sc ∼ 103 >> 1.
Therefore HM >> H, and hence Coutte flow can be assumed within the NO
concentration boundary layer.
In line with the previous assumptions, the blood velocity v within the NO concen-
tration boundary layer can be expressed as:
v = vs = γL η s,
where γL is the wall shear rate, η is a coordinate in the direction normal to the
arterial wall and s is a unit vector tangent to the velocity direction parallel to the
arterial wall. Figure B.1 illustrates how the NO convective field is modelled within
the NO concentration boundary layer.
!





Figure B.1: Diagram illustrating how the NO convective field is modelled
within the NO concentration boundary layer. The NO con-
centration boundary layer (characterised by its height H) is
contained well within the momentum boundary layer (charac-
terised by its height HM). Thus, Couette flow can be assumed
within the NO concentration boundary layer.
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B.2 Vascular NO transport
Vascular transport of NO in the vessel lumen can be modelled using the steady
Advection-Diffusion-Reaction equation
v · ~∇CNO −DNO∇2CNO + kHbCNO = 0; (B-1)
where (following the nomenclature of Chapter 3) CNO represents NO concentration
and kHb denotes the NO reaction rate with haemoglobin contained in blood. The
order of magnitude of the different terms of Eq. B-1 is estimated next, along with
values of the non-dimensional numbers that characterise NO transport.
Convective transport
Since the convective field is modelled as v = vs = γL η s, the convective term can
be expressed as






where s is a coordinate in the s direction. Thus
v · ~∇CNO ∼ γLHCn
Ls
,
where Ls is a characteristic length in the s direction, and Cn is a characteristic NO
concentration.
Diffusive transport
An NO concentration boundary layer is known to develop attached to the luminal
side of the endothelium. Therefore, variations in NO concentration in the ra-







). Thus, the order of magnitude of the diffusive term in Eq.
B-1 can be estimated as







The order of magnitude of the reactive term in Eq. B-1 can be directly estimated as
kHbCNO ∼ kHbCn;
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Non-dimensional numbers







which represents the ratio between convective and diffusive transport, and a Damko¨hler






which gives the ratio between reactive and diffusive transport.
B.3 Effect of convective transport on vascular NO
concentration
This appendix analyses the relative effect of convection (compared with NO diffusion
and NO consumption) on vascular NO distribution. It is assumed a priori that NO
convective transport is negligible and hence that NO reaction limits the height of




This section investigates for which values of the parameter kHb the previous hypo-
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The order of magnitude of the right term (that depends on the wall shear rate γL,
the NO diffusion coefficient DNO, and the characteristic length Ls) is estimated
next.
• Wall shear rate γL
The wall shear rate can be calculated from the blood flow field computed in
Chapter 4. Fig. B.2 show the computed shear rate for Re = 300 (see section
4.3 for further details).
It is found that over 98% of the endothelium surface is exposed to a wall shear
rate γL over the range [0 - 700] s
−1. Note that γL in certain regions of the
vasculature (e.g. flow dividers) exceeds the upper bound of this range, and
hence the following discussion may not be applicable. We will assume that
the wall shear rate γL is characterised by the maximum wall shear rate γLmax
within the former range (i.e. γLmax = 700 s
−1). Thus
γL ≤ γLmax ∼ 700s−1. (B-6)
• NO diffusion coefficient DNO
A fixed value of DNO = 3.3 x 10
−5 cm2s−1 [90] is considered.
• Axial characteristic length Ls
We will assume that Ls (which is a characteristic length scale of variation
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in the concentration field) is of the same order of magnitude as the length
scale of spatial variation in the WSS pattern. This is reasonable since the NO
production rate depends on WSS.
Figure B.2 shows the wall shear rate distribution for the case studied. It is
found that for most of the computational domain Ls is of the order of mag-
nitude of the aortic root diameter. However, within certain vascular regions
(such as the aortic arch and the vicinity of the intercostal arteries), significant
variations in WSS distribution occur over shorter distances. Based on Fig. B.2
the minimum characteristic length Lsmin is estimated to be Lsmin = 2Dint where
Dint is the intercostal arteries diameter (Dint = 0.06cm). Therefore
Ls ≥ Lsmin ∼ 2Dint ∼ 10−1cm. (B-7)
(a) (b)
Figure B.2: Colour maps of wall shear rate(s−1) at the aortic arch viewed
ventral-dorsal (a) and the third pair of intercostal arteries
viewed dorsal-ventral (b), for a inlet velocity corresponding to
Re=300.








Therefore it is concluded that the effect of convection on vascular NO concentra-
tion is negligible provided that the NO reaction rate with haemoglobin kHb is much
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greater than 10 s−1.
B.3.1 NO convective transport when a constant NO pro-
duction rate is considered
This section investigates the effect of convection on vascular NO transport for cases
where the endothelial NO production rate is assumed to be constant. Although such
cases are not physiologically realistic, they are shown in Chapter 5 (section 5.3.1.1)
to be conceptually relevant.
The distribution of endothelial NO concentration reflects spatial variations in NO
production rate. Therefore when a constant NO production rate is considered, there
are not significant variations in NO concentration within the computational domain.
Therefore, Ls (the characteristic length scale of variation in the concentration field)
is such that Ls →∞. Thus Eq. B-4 is satisfied for any finite value of γL and DNO
provided that kHb 6= 0. Hence it is concluded that NO convective transport can be
neglected for cases where a constant NO production rate is considered.
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